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Introduction
tutorial

is

part

of

the

SYNERGY

H2020

European

project

(http://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/199104_en.html). It is the first of a series of three
deliverables of WP1 dedicated to training on surrogate-assisted multi-objective optimisation
and parallel computing. The focus of the tutorial is on parallel multi-objective optimisation. It
is destined to researchers, engineers and students who are familiar with multi-objective
optimisation but not with its parallelisation. The tutorial introduces the parallel models and
explains when and how they can be used. Best practices / recommendations for the use of these
models for efficient design and implementation of parallel metaheuristics are presented. These
best practices can be seen as lessons learned from our experience in parallel optimisation that
should be disseminated.
An optimisation problem consists in maximising or minimising a cost function (singleobjective problem) or a set of cost functions (multi-objective problem or MOP) under a set of
constraints. Resolution methods fall into two categories: exact methods and near-optimal (or
heuristic) methods. Exact methods such as Branch-and-Bound algorithms allow one to solve
MOPs to optimality, but they are CPU-time intensive for large problems. Conversely, heuristics
provide faster near-optimal solutions. These methods can be either problem-specific or generic
(metaheuristics). One can distinguish two classes of metaheuristics: single-solution
metaheuristics and population-based metaheuristics. In the first category, an algorithm consists
in iteratively improving a single solution by exploring its neighbourhood (according to a given
criterion). In the second category, the metaheuristic performs a reproduction process by
applying stochastic operators on a population of solutions until convergence (defined using a
given criterion). In this tutorial, multi-objective (MO) population-based metaheuristics (MO
Evolutionary Algorithms or MOEAs) are considered. However, the presented study can be
applied to other classes of resolution methods.
Real-world MOPs, such as in engineering design and life science, are more and more complex
and NP-hard, their modelling is continuously evolving in terms of constraints and objectives,
and their resolution is CPU time-consuming. Although MOEAs allow to reduce the temporal
complexity of their resolution they are unsatisfactory to tackle large problems. Parallel
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computing is recognised as a powerful means to deal with such issue. This tutorial focuses on
parallel MOEAs for solving large problems.

1.1 Why parallel computing for MOEAs?
Parallel computing can be used in the design and implementation of MOEAs for the following
reasons:
•

Speedup the search to approximate the Pareto front: The goal is to reduce the search
time. This helps designing interactive optimisation methods which is an important issue
for multi-criteria decision making. This is also an important aspect for some class of
problems where there are hard requirements on search time such as in dynamic MOPs
and time-critical operational MOPs, for example “real-time” planning and control.

•

Improve the quality of the obtained Pareto solutions: Some parallel models for MOEAs
allow to improve the quality of Pareto solutions. Indeed, exchanging information
between algorithms will alter their behaviour in terms of searching the landscape
associated with the MOP. The main goal in a cooperation between algorithms is to
improve the quality of Pareto solutions. Both convergence to better Pareto solutions
and reduced search time may happen. Let us notice that a parallel model for MOEAs
may be more effective than a serial algorithm even on a single processor.

•

Improve the robustness: A parallel MOEA may be more robust in terms of solving in
an effective way different MOPs and different instances of a given problem. Robustness
may be measured in terms of the sensitivity of the algorithm to its parameters and the
target MOPs.

•

Solve large scale MOPs: Parallel MOEAs allow to solve large scale instances of
complex MOPs. A challenge here is to solve very large instances that cannot be solved
on a single-CPU machine. Another similar challenge is to solve more accurate
mathematical models associated with different MOPs. Improving the accuracy of
mathematical models generally increases the size of the associated problems to be
solved. Moreover, some optimisation problems need the manipulation of huge
databases such as in data mining.
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In this tutorial, a clear difference is made between the parallel design and implementation
aspects of MOEAs. A unifying view of parallel models for MOEAs is presented. The
implementation point of view deals with the efficiency of parallel MOEAs on a target parallel
architecture using a given parallel language, programming environment or middleware.
Different hardware criteria, which affect the efficiency of the implementation, will be
considered: shared memory versus distributed memory, homogeneous versus heterogeneous,
dedicated versus non-dedicated (shared by multiple users), local network versus large network.
Indeed, those criteria have a strong impact on the deployment technique employed such as load
balancing and fault-tolerance. Depending on the type of the target parallel architecture,
different parallel and distributed languages, programming environments and middleware may
be used.
This tutorial is organised as follows. In Section 2, the major parallel models for designing
MOEAs are presented. Section 3 deals with the implementation issues of parallel MOEAs. The
main concepts of parallel platforms and programming paradigms that interfere with the design
and implementation of parallel MOEAs are outlined. The main performance indicators that can
be used to evaluate parallel multi-objective search algorithms in terms of efficiency are
detailed.

2

Parallel design of MOEAs

Three major hierarchical models are identified (see Table 1): algorithm-level, iterative-level
and solution-level.
•

Algorithmic-level: In this model, independent or cooperating self-contained MOEAs
are

deployed

simultaneously.

It

is

a

problem-independent

inter-algorithm

parallelisation. If the different MOEAs are independent, the search will be equivalent
to the serial execution of the algorithms in terms of the quality of Pareto solutions.
However, the cooperative model will alter the behaviour of the MOEAs and enable the
improvement in terms of the quality of Pareto solutions.
•

Iteration-level: In this model, each iteration of a MOEA is parallelised. It is a problemindependent intra-algorithm parallelisation. The behaviour of the MOEA is not altered.
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The main objective is to speed up the algorithm by reducing the search time. Indeed,
the iteration cycle of MOEAs on large populations, especially for real-world MOPs,
requires a large amount of computational resources.
•

Solution-level: In this model, the parallelisation process handles a single solution of the
search space. It is a problem-dependent intra-algorithm parallelisation. In general,
evaluating the objective functions or constraints for a generated solution is frequently
the most costly operation in MOEAs. In this model, the behaviour of the search
algorithm is not altered. The objective is mainly the speedup of the search.
Table 1. Parallel models of MOEAs
Parallel

Problem

model

dependency

Algorithmic-level Independent

Behaviour

Altered

Granularity

Goal

MOP algorithm Eﬀectiveness

Iteration-level

Independent

Not altered

Iteration

Eﬃciency

Solution-level

Dependent

Not altered

Solution

Eﬃciency

2.1 Algorithmic-level parallel model
In this model, several MOEAs are launched in parallel. They may cooperate or not to solve the
target MOPs.
2.1.1

Independent algorithmic-level parallel model

In the independent-level parallel model, the different MOEAs are executed without any
cooperation. The different MOEAs may be initialised with different populations. Different
parameter settings may be used for the MOEAs such as the mutation and crossover
probabilities. Moreover, each search component of an MOEA may be designed differently:
encoding, search operators (e.g. variation operators), objective functions, constraints, fitness
assignment, diversity preservation and elitism. This parallel model is straightforward to design
and implement, the master-worker paradigm is well suited. In this paradigm, each worker
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implements an MOEA. The master defines the different parameters to use by the workers and
determines the best found Pareto solutions from those obtained by the workers. In addition to
speeding up the execution of the MOEA, this parallel model enables to improve its robustness
[29].
This model raises particularly the following question: Is it equivalent to execute k MOEAs
during a given time t and to execute a single MOEA during k ∗ t? The answer depends on the
landscape properties of the problem (e.g. distribution of the Pareto local optima).
2.1.2

Cooperative algorithmic-level parallel model

In the cooperative model for parallel MOEAs, the different MOEAs exchange information
related to the search with the intent to compute a better and more robust Pareto front [30]. In
general, an archive is maintained in addition to the current population. This archive contains
all Pareto optimal solutions generated during the search. In designing this parallel cooperative
model for any MOEA, the same design questions need to be answered:
•

The exchange decision criterion (When?): The exchange of information between the
MOEAs can be decided either in a blind (periodic or probabilistic) way or according to
an “intelligent” adaptive criterion.

•

The exchange topology (Where?): The exchange topology indicates for each MOEA its
neighbour(s) regarding the communication of information, i.e. the source/destination
algorithm(s)/island(s) of the information. The ring, mesh and hypercube regular
topologies are the most popular ones. The ring topology often gives good results, but
the random one has been proven to be competitive at large scale (in number of islands).

•

The exchanged information (What?): This parameter specifies the information to be
exchanged between MOEAs. In general, this information is composed of solutions
picked from the current population and/or the Pareto archive. It can also be other
elements in the search memory.

•

The integration policy (How?): The integration policy deals with the usage of the
received information. In general, the Pareto solutions received will serve to update the
local Pareto archive. For the current population, any replacement strategy can be used
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(e.g. random, elitist). For instance, the best Pareto set is simply updated by the best
between the local best Pareto set and the neighbouring best Pareto set.
Another main issue in the development of parallel MOPs is how the Pareto set is built during
the optimisation process. Two diﬀerent approaches may be considered.
•

Centralised Pareto Front: The front is a centralised data structure of the algorithm that
is built by the MOEAs during the whole computation. This way, the new nondominated solutions in the Pareto optimal set are global Pareto optima [1][6][5].

•

Distributed Pareto Front: The Pareto front is distributed among the MOEAs so that the
algorithm works with local non-dominated solutions that need to be somehow
combined at the end of their work [20][9][19]. No pure centralised approach has been
found clearly motivated by efficiency issues [17]. All the existing centralised
approaches are combined with distributed phases where local non-dominated solutions
are considered. After each distributed phase, a single optimal Pareto front is built by
using these local Pareto optima. Then, the new Pareto front is again distributed for local
computation, and so on.

2.2 Iteration-level parallel model
In this parallel model, the focus is put on the parallelisation of each iteration of MOEA. It is
generally based on the distribution of the handled solutions. Indeed, the most resourceconsuming part in an MOEA is the evaluation of the generated solutions. It is the easiest and
the most widely used parallel model in MOPs. Indeed, many MOPs are complex in terms of
the objective functions. For instance, some engineering design applications integrate solvers
dealing with different surrogate models: computational fluid dynamics (CFD), computational
electromagnetics (CEM), or finite element methods (FEM). Other real-life applications deal
with complex simulators. A particularly efficient execution is often obtained when the ratio
between communication and computation is high. Otherwise, most of the time is wasted in
communication, leading to a poor performance of the parallel algorithm.
The population of individuals can be decomposed and handled in parallel. In the master-worker
paradigm, a master performs the selection operations and the replacement. The selection and
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replacement are generally serial procedures, as they require a global management of the
population. The workers perform the recombination, mutation and the evaluation of the
objective function. The master sends the partitions (subpopulations) to the workers. The
workers return back newly evaluated solutions to the master [20].
According to the order in which the evaluation phase is performed in comparison with the other
parts of the MOEA, two modes can be distinguished:
•

Synchronous: In the synchronous mode, the worker manages the evolution process and
performs in a serial way the different steps of selection and replacement. At each
iteration, the master distributes the set of new generated solutions among the workers
and waits for the results to be returned back. After the results are collected, the evolution
process is restarted. The model does not change the behaviour of the MOEA compared
to a sequential model.

•

Asynchronous: In the asynchronous mode, the worker does not wait for the return of all
evaluations to perform the selection, reproduction and replacement steps. The steadystate MOEA is a good example illustrating the asynchronous model and its advantages.
In the asynchronous model applied to a steady-state MOEA, the recombination and the
evaluation steps may be done concurrently. The master manages the evolution engine
and two queues of individuals of a given fixed size: individuals to be evaluated, and
solutions being evaluated. The individuals of the first queue wait for a free evaluating
node. When the queue is full the process blocks. The individuals of the second queue
are assimilated into the population as soon as possible. The reproduced individuals are
stored in a FIFO data structure, which represents the individuals to be evaluated. The
MOEA continues its execution in an asynchronous manner, without waiting for the
results of the evaluation phase. The selection and reproduction phase are carried out
until the queue of non-evaluated individuals is full. Each evaluator agent picks an
individual from the data structure, evaluates it, and stores the results into another data
structure storing the evaluated individuals. The order of evaluations defined by the
selection phase may not be the same as in the replacement phase. The replacement
phase consists in receiving, in a synchronous manner, the results of the evaluated
individuals, and applying a given replacement strategy of the current population.
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2.3 Solution-level parallel model
The main objective of the solution-level parallel model for MOP is to speed up the search by
parallelising the computations performed on the solutions (e.g. evaluation of objectives,
constraint satisfaction). Indeed, the evaluation of multiple objective functions in MOPs is the
most time-consuming part into a MOEA. Therefore, several algorithms try to reduce this time
by parallelising the calculation of the fitness evaluation [22][23][24]. The classical approaches
has to be adapted to multi-objective optimisation:
•

Functional decomposition: This approach consists in distributing the different objective
functions among the workers, and each of them computes the value of its assigned
function on each solution. The master will then aggregate the partial results for all the
solutions. Such approach allows a degree of concurrency and the scalability is limited
to the number of objective functions, meaning often 2 or 3. Moreover, each objective
function may be decomposed into several sub-functions. Then, the degree of
concurrency will be equal to the number of sub-functions.

•

Data decomposition: For each data partition of the problem (database, geographical
area, structure, etc.), all the objectives of the problem are evaluated and returned to the
master. The master will aggregate the different results.

In the multi-objective context, the scalability of this model is limited by the number of
objectives and the number of sub-functions per objective. The scalability could be improved
again if the different objective functions are simultaneously parallelised.

2.4 Hierarchical combination of the parallel models
The three presented models for parallel MOEAs may be used in conjunction within a
hierarchical structure [27]. The parallelism degree associated with this hybrid model is very
important. Indeed, this hybrid model is very scalable; the degree of concurrency is k ∗ m ∗ n,
where k is the number of MOEAs used, m is the size of the population, and n is the number of
partitions or tasks associated withs the evaluation of a single solution. The combination of the
parallel models is particularly required in a large scale context.
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Parallel implementation of MOEAs

Parallel implementation of MOEAs deals with the eﬃcient mapping of the associated parallel
models to the parallel hardware target of the execution.

3.1 Parallel hardware
The main criteria of parallel machines, which will have an impact on the implementation of
parallel MOEAs, are: memory sharing, homogeneity of resources, resource sharing by multiple
users, scalability, and volatility. Those criteria will be used to analyse the diﬀerent parallel
models and their eﬃcient implementation. A guideline is given for the eﬃcient implementation
of each parallel model of MOEAs according to each class of parallel architectures.
Shared-memory versus distributed-memory architectures: In shared-memory parallel
architectures, the processors are connected by a shared memory used for data exchange, which
requires synchronisation. Symmetric Multiprocessors (SMP) machines and multi-core
processors are examples of such architectures. In distributed-memory architectures, each
processor has its own memory. These machines are harder to program: data and/or tasks have
to be explicitly distributed to processors. Exchanging information is also explicitly handled
using message passing between nodes (synchronous or asynchronous communications). The
cost of communication is not negligible and has to be minimised to design an eﬃcient parallel
MOEA. Clusters of processors (COWs) and Networks of processors (NOWs) are two examples
of distributed-memory machines.
Homogeneous versus heterogeneous parallel architectures: Parallel architectures may be
characterised by the homogeneity of the used processors, communication networks, operating
systems, etc. For instance, COWs are in general homogeneous parallel architectures while
NOWs are heterogeneous.

Shared versus dedicated parallel architectures: Most massively parallel machines (MPP) and
COWs are generally dedicated environments. Indeed, at a given time, the processors
composing those architectures are dedicated to the execution of a single application. NOWs
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constitute a low-cost hardware alternative to run parallel algorithms but are in general shared
by multiple users and applications.
Local network (LAN) versus wide-area network (WAN): MPP, COWs and NOWs may be
considered as tightly coupled architectures. Large NOWs and grid computing platforms are
loosely coupled and are aﬀected by a higher cost of communication. During the last decade,
grid computing systems have been largely deployed to provide high performance computing
platforms. A computational grid is a scalable pool of heterogeneous and dynamic resources
geographically distributed across multiple administrative domains and owned by diﬀerent
organisations [10]. Two types of grids may be distinguished: High-Performance Computing
Grid (HPC Grid) which interconnects dedicated supercomputers or clusters via a dedicated
high-speed network; Desktop Grid composed of numerous shared and volatile workstations
connected via a non-dedicated network such as Internet.
Volatile versus non-volatile parallel architectures: In a volatile parallel architecture, there is a
dynamic temporal and spatial availability of resources. In a desktop grid or a large network of
shared workstations, volatility is not an exception but a rule. Due to the large scale nature of
the grid, the probability of resource failure is high.

3.2 Parallel programming environments and middleware
The architecture of the target parallel machine strongly influences the choice of the parallel
programming model to use. There are two main parallel programming paradigms: sharedmemory and message passing. Two main alternatives exist to program shared-memory
architectures:
•

Multi-threading: A thread may be viewed as a lightweight process. Diﬀerent threads of
the same process share some resources and the same address space. The main
advantages of multi-threading are the fast context switching, the low resource usage,
and the possible recovery between communication and computation. Each thread can
be executed on a diﬀerent processor or core. Multi-threaded programming may be used
within libraries such as the standard Pthreads library [3] or programming languages
such as Java threads [11].
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Compiler directives: One of the standard shared memory paradigms is OpenMP (Open
Multi-Processing, www.openmp.org). It is based on a set of compiler directives
interfaced with the languages Fortran, C and C++ [4]. Those directives are integrated
in a program to specify which sections of the program to be parallelised by the compiler.

Distributed memory parallel programming environments are based mainly on the following
three paradigms:
•

Message passing: Message passing is probably the most widely used paradigm to
program parallel architectures. Processes of a given parallel program communicate by
exchanging messages in a synchronous or asynchronous way. The well-known
programming environments based on message passing are sockets and MPI (Message
Passing Interface).

•

Remote Procedure Call: Remote procedure call (RPC) represents a traditional way of
programming parallel and distributed architectures. It allows a program to cause a
procedure to execute on another processor.

•

Object-oriented models: As in sequential programming, parallel object-oriented
programming is a natural evolution of RPC. A classical example of such a model is
Java RMI (Remote Method Invocation).

In the last decade, great work has been carried out on the development of grid middleware. The
Globus toolkit (www.globus.org) represents the de facto standard grid middleware. It supports
the development of distributed service-oriented computing applications [21]. Condor is an
eﬃcient and easy way to implement parallel programs on shared and volatile distributed
architectures such as large networks of heterogeneous workstations and desktop grids, where
fault tolerance is ensured by a checkpoint/recovery mechanism. The use of MPI within Globus
is more or less adapted to high performance computing (HPC) grids. Table 2 presents a
guideline on which environment to use in programming a parallel MOEA according to the
target execution parallel hardware.
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Table 2. Parallel programming environments for diﬀerent parallel architectures
Architecture

Examples of suitable programming environment

SMP

Multi-threading library within an operating system (e.g. Pthreads)

Multi-core

Multi-threading within languages: Java
OpenMP interfaced with C, C++ or Fortran

COW

Message passing library: MPI interfaced with C, C++, Fortran

Hybrid platforms MPI or Hybrid models: MPI/OpenMP, MPI/Multi-threading
NOW

Message passing library: MPI interfaced with C, C++, Fortran
Condor or object models (JavaRMI)

HPC Grid

MPICH-G (Globus) or GridRPC models (Netsolve, Diet)

Desktop Grid

Condor-G or object models (Proactive)

3.3 Performance evaluation
For serial algorithms, the main performance metric is the execution time as a function of the
input size. In parallel algorithms, this metric depends also on the number of processors and the
characteristics of the parallel architecture. Hence, some classical performance indicators such
as speedup and eﬃciency have been introduced to evaluate the scalability of parallel algorithms
[12]. The scalability of a parallel algorithm measures its ability to achieve performance
proportional to the number of processors.
The speed-up SN is defined as the time T1 it takes to complete a program with one processor
divided by the time TN it takes to complete the same program with N processors: 𝑆% =

()
(%

.

One can use wall-clock time instead of CPU time. The CPU time is the time a processor spends
in the execution of the program, and the wall-clock time is the time of the whole program
including the input and output. Conceptually the speed-up is defined as the gain achieved by
parallelising a program. If SN > N (resp. SN = N), a super-linear (resp. linear) speedup is
obtained [26]. Mostly, a sub-linear speedup SN < N is obtained. This is due to the overhead of
communication and synchronisation costs. The case SN < 1 means that the sequential time is
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smaller than the parallel time which is the worst case. This will be possible if the
communication cost is much higher than the execution cost.
The eﬃciency EN using N processors is defined as the speed-up SN divided by the number of
processors N i.e. 𝐸% =

+%
%

. Conceptually the eﬃciency can be defined as how well N

processors are used when the program is computed in parallel. An eﬃciency of 100% means
that all of the processors are fully used all the time. For some large real-life applications, it is
impossible to have the sequential time as the sequential execution of the algorithm cannot be
performed. Then, the incremental eﬃciency EN

M

may be used to evaluate the eﬃciency

extending the number of processors from N to M processors i.e. 𝐸%, =

%-.%
,-.,

.

Diﬀerent definitions of speedup may be used depending on the definition of the sequential time
reference T1. Asking what is the best measure is useless; there is no global dominance between
the diﬀerent measures. The choice of a definition depends on the objective of the performance
evaluation analysis. Then, it is important to specify clearly the choice and the objective of the
analysis.
The absolute speedup is used when the sequential time T1 corresponds to the best known
sequential time to solve the problem. Unlike other scientific domains such as numerical algebra
where for some operations the best sequential algorithm is known, in MOEA search, it is
diﬃcult to identify the best sequential algorithm. So, the absolute speedup is rarely used. The
relative speedup is used when the sequential time T1 corresponds to the parallel program
executed on a single processor.
Fixed number of iterations: This condition is the most used to evaluate the eﬃciency of a
parallel MOEA. Using this definition, a superlinear speedup is possible SN > N [8]. This is due
to the characteristics of the parallel architecture where there are more resources (e.g. size of
main memory and cache) than in a single processor. For instance, the search memory of an
MOEA executed on a single processor may be larger than the main memory of a single
processor and then some swapping will be carried out, which represents an overhead in the
sequential time. When using a parallel architecture, the whole memory of the MOEA may fit
in the main memory of its processors, and then the memory swapping overhead will not occur.
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Convergence to a set of solutions with a given quality: This measure is interesting to evaluate
the eﬀectiveness of a parallel MOEA. It is only valid for parallel models of MOEAs based on
the algorithmic-level, which alter the behaviour of the serial MOEA. A super-linear speedup is
possible and is due to the characteristics of the parallel search. Indeed, the order of searching
diﬀerent regions of the search space may be diﬀerent from serial search. The sequences of
visited solutions in parallel and sequential search are diﬀerent. This is similar to the superlinear speedups obtained in exact search algorithms such as branch and bound [25].
Most of evolutionary algorithms are stochastic algorithms. When the stopping condition is
based on the quality of the solution, one cannot use the speedup metric as defined previously.
The original definition may be extended to the average speedup: 𝑆% =

.(())
.((%)

.

The same seed for the generation of random numbers has to be used for a fairer experimental
performance evaluation. The speedup metrics have to be reformulated for heterogeneous
architectures. The eﬃciency metric may be used for this class of architectures. Moreover, it
can be used for shared parallel machines with multiple users.

3.4 Main properties of parallel MOEAs
The performance of a parallel MOEA on a given parallel architecture depends mainly on its
granularity. The granularity of a parallel program is the amount of computation performed
between two communications. It computes the ratio between the computation time and the
communication time. The three parallel models (algorithmic-level, iteration-level, solutionlevel) have a decreasing granularity from coarse-grained to fine-grained. The granularity
indicator has an important impact on the speedup. The larger is the granularity, the better is the
obtained speedup.
The degree of concurrency of a parallel MOEA is represented by the maximum number of
parallel processes at any time. This measure is independent from the target parallel architecture.
It is an indication of the number of processors that can employed usefully by the parallel
MOEA. Asynchronous communications and the recovery between computation and
communication is also an important issue for a parallel eﬃcient implementation. Indeed, most
of the actual processors integrate diﬀerent parallel elements such as ALU, FPU, GPU, DMA,
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etc. Most of the computing part takes part in cache. Hence, the RAM bus is often free and can
be used by other elements such as the DMA. Hence, input/output operations can be recovered
by computation tasks.
Scheduling the diﬀerent tasks composing a parallel MOEA is another classical issue to deal
with for their eﬃcient implementation. Diﬀerent scheduling strategies may be used depending
on whether the number and the location of works (tasks, data) depend or not on the load state
of the target machine:
•

Static scheduling: This class represents parallel MOEAs in which both the number of
tasks of the application and the location of work (tasks, data) are generated at compile
time. Static scheduling is useful for homogeneous, and non-shared and non-volatile
heterogeneous parallel architectures. Indeed, when there are noticeable load or power
diﬀerences between processors, the search time of an iteration is derived by the
maximum execution time over all processors, presumably on the most highly loaded
processor or the least powerful processor. A significant number of tasks are often idle
waiting for other tasks to complete their work.

•

Dynamic scheduling: This class represents parallel MOEAs for which the number of
tasks is fixed at compile time, but the location of work is determined and/or changed at
run-time. The tasks are dynamically scheduled on the diﬀerent processors of the parallel
architecture. Dynamic load balancing is important for shared (multi-user) architectures,
where the load of a given processor cannot be determined at compile time. Dynamic
scheduling is also important for irregular parallel MOEAs in which the execution time
cannot be predicted at compile time and varies during the search. For instance, this
happens when the evaluation cost of the objective functions depends on the solution.

•

Adaptive scheduling: Parallel adaptive algorithms are parallel computations with a
dynamically changing set of tasks. Tasks may be created or killed as a function of the
load state of the parallel machine. A task is created automatically when a node becomes
idle. When a node becomes busy, the task is killed. Adaptive load balancing is
important for volatile architectures such as desktop grids.
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For some parallel and distributed architectures, such as shared networks of workstations
and grids, fault tolerance is an important issue. Indeed, in volatile shared architectures
and large-scale parallel architectures, the fault probability is relatively important.
Checkpointing and recovery techniques constitute one answer to this problem.
Application-level checkpointing is much more eﬃcient than system-level
checkpointing. Indeed, in system-level checkpointing, a checkpoint of the global state
of a distributed application composed of a set of processes is carried out. In applicationlevel checkpointing, only minimal information will be checkpointed (e.g. population of
individuals, generation number). Compared to system-level checkpointing, a reduced
cost is then obtained in terms of memory and time. Finally, security issues may be
important for large-scale distributed architectures such as grids and clouds (multidomain administration, firewall, etc.) and some specific applications such as medical
and bioinformatics research applications of industrial concern [30].

3.5 Algorithmic-level parallel model
Granularity: The algorithmic-level parallel model has the largest granularity. Indeed, the time
for exchanging the information is in general much less than the computation time of a MOEA.
There are relatively low communication requirements for this model. The more important is
the frequency of exchange and the size of exchanged information, the smaller is the granularity.
This parallel model is the most suited to large-scale distributed architectures over internet such
as grids. Moreover, the trivial model with independent algorithms is convenient for low-speed
networks of workstations over intranet. As there is no essential dependency and communication
between the algorithms, the speedup is generally linear for this parallel model. The size of the
data exchanged (for instance the number of Pareto solutions) will influence the granularity of
the model. If the number of Pareto solutions is high the communication cost will be exorbitant
particularly on large-scale parallel architectures such as grids.
For an eﬃcient implementation, the frequency of exchange (resp. the size of the exchanged
data) needs to be correlated to the latency (resp. bandwidth) of the communication network of
the parallel architecture. To optimise the communication between processors, the exchange
topology can be specified according to the interconnection network of the parallel architecture.
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The specification of the diﬀerent parameters associated with the blind or intelligent migration
decision criterion (migration frequency/probability and improvement threshold) is particularly
crucial on a computational grid. Indeed, due to the heterogeneous nature of computational grids
these parameters have to be specified for each MOEA in accordance with the machine it is
hosted on.
Scalability: The degree of concurrency of the algorithmic-level parallel model is limited by the
number of MOEAs involved in solving the problem. In theory, there is no limit. However, in
practice, it is limited by the owned resources of the target parallel architectures, and also by the
eﬀectiveness aspect of using a large number of MOEAs.
Synchronous versus asynchronous communications: The implementation of the algorithmiclevel model is either asynchronous or synchronous. The asynchronous mode associates with
each MOEA an exchange decision criterion, which is evaluated at each iteration of the MOEA
from the state of its memory. If the criterion is satisfied, the MOEA communicates with its
neighbours. The exchange requests are managed by the destination MOEAs within an
undetermined delay. The reception and integration of the received information is thus
performed during the next iterations. However, in a computational grid context, due to the
material and/or software heterogeneity issue, the MOEAs could be at diﬀerent evolution stages
leading to the non-eﬀect and/or super-solution problem. For instance, the arrival of poor
solutions at a very advanced stage will not bring any contribution as these solutions will likely
not be integrated. In the opposite situation, the cooperation will lead to premature convergence.
From another point of view, as it is non-blocking, the model is more eﬃcient and fault-tolerant
to such a degree a threshold of wasted exchanges is not exceeded. In the synchronous mode,
the MOEAs perform a synchronisation operation at a predefined iteration by exchanging some
data. Such operation guarantees that the MOEAs are at the same evolution stage, and so
prevents the non-eﬀect and super-solution problem quoted before. However, in heterogeneous
parallel architectures, the synchronous mode is less eﬃcient in terms of consumed CPU time.
Indeed, the evolution process is often hanging on powerful machines waiting the less powerful
ones to complete their computation. The synchronous model is also not fault-tolerant as a fault
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of a single MOEA implies the blocking of the whole model in a volatile environment. Then,
the synchronous mode is globally less eﬃcient on a computational grid.
Asynchronous communication is more eﬃcient than synchronous communication for shared
architectures such as NOWs and desktop grids (e.g. multiple users, multiple applications).
Indeed, as the load of networks and processors is not homogeneous, the use of synchronous
communication will degrade the performances of the whole system. The least powerful
machine will determine the performance.
On a volatile computational grid, it is diﬃcult to eﬃciently maintain topologies such as rings
and toruses. Indeed, the disappearance of a given node (i.e. MOEA) requires a dynamic
reconfiguration of the topology. Such reconfiguration is costly and makes the migration process
ineﬃcient. Designing a cooperation between a set of MOEAs without any topology may be
considered. For instance, a communication scheme in which the target MOEA is selected
randomly is more eﬃcient for volatile architecture such as desktop grids. Many experimental
results show that such topology allows a significant improvement of the robustness and quality
of solutions. The random topology is therefore thinkable and even commendable in a
computational grid context.
Scheduling: Concerning the scheduling aspect, in the algorithmic-level parallel model the tasks
correspond to MOEAs. Hence, the diﬀerent scheduling strategies will diﬀer as follows:
•

Static scheduling: The number of MOEAs is constant and correlated to the number of
processors of the parallel machine. A static mapping between the MOEAs and the
processors is realised. The localisation of MOEAs will not change during the search.

•

Dynamic scheduling: MOEAs are dynamically scheduled on the diﬀerent processors of
the parallel architecture. Hence, the migration of MOEAs during the search between
diﬀerent machines may happen.

•

Adaptive scheduling: The number of MOEAs involved into the search will vary
dynamically. For example, when a machine becomes idle, a new MOEA is launched to
perform a new search. When a machine becomes busy or faulty, the associated MOEA
is stopped.
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Fault-tolerance: The memory state of the algorithmic-level parallel model required for the
checkpointing mechanism is composed of the memory of each MOEA and the information
being migrated (i.e. population, archive, generation number).

3.6 Iteration-level parallel model
Granularity: A medium granularity is associated to the iteration-level parallel model. The ratio
between the evaluation of a partition and the communication cost of a partition determines the
granularity. This parallel model is then eﬃcient if the evaluation of a solution is timeconsuming and/or there are a large number of candidate solutions to evaluate. The granularity
will depend on the number of solutions in each sub-population.
Scalability: The degree of concurrency of this model is limited by the size of the population.
The use of large populations will increase the scalability of this parallel model.
Synchronous versus asynchronous communications: Introducing asynchronism in the iterationlevel parallel model will increase the eﬃciency of parallel MOEAs. In the iteration-level
parallel model, asynchronous communications are related to the asynchronous evaluation of
partitions and construction of solutions. Unfortunately, this model is more or less synchronous.
Asynchronous evaluation is more eﬃcient for heterogeneous or shared or volatile parallel
architectures. Moreover, asynchronism is necessary for optimisation problems where the
computation cost of the objective function (and constraints) depends on the solution and
diﬀerent solutions may have diﬀerent evaluation cost.
Asynchronism may be introduced by relaxing the synchronisation constraints. For instance,
steady-state algorithms may be used in the re-production phase [7].
The two main advantages of the asynchronous model over the synchronous model are fault
tolerance and robustness if the fitness computation takes very diﬀerent computations time.
Whereas some time-out detection can be used to address the former issue, the latter one can be
partially overcome if the grain is set to very small values, as individuals will be sent out for
evaluations upon request of the workers. Therefore, the model is blocking and, thus, less
eﬃcient on a heterogeneous computational grid. Moreover, as the model is not fault-tolerant,
the disappearance of an evaluating agent requires the redistribution of its individuals to other
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agents. As a consequence, it is essential to store all the solutions not yet evaluated. The
scalability of the model is limited to the size of the population.
Scheduling:

In

the

iteration-level

parallel

model,

tasks

correspond

to

the

construction/evaluation of a set of solutions. Hence, the diﬀerent scheduling strategies will
diﬀer as follows.
Static scheduling: Here, a static partitioning of the population is applied. For instance, the
population is decomposed into equal size partitions depending on the number of processors of
the parallel homogeneous non-shared machine. A static mapping between the partitions and
the processors is realised. For a heterogeneous non-shared machine, the size of each partition
needs to be initialised according to the performance of the processors. The static scheduling
strategy is not eﬃcient for variable computational costs of equal partitions. This happens for
optimisation problems where diﬀerent costs are associated to the evaluation of solutions. For
instance, in genetic programming individuals may widely vary in size and complexity. This
makes a static scheduling of the parallel evaluation of the individuals not eﬃcient.
Dynamic scheduling: A static partitioning is applied but a dynamic migration of tasks can be
carried out depending on the varying load of processors. The number of tasks generated may
be equal to the size of the population. Many tasks may be mapped on the same processor.
Hence, more flexibility is obtained for the scheduling algorithm. For instance, the approach
based on the master-worker cycle stealing may be applied. To each worker is first allocated a
small number of solutions. Once it has performed its iterations the worker requests from the
master additional solutions. All the workers are stopped once the final result is returned. Faster
and less loaded processors handle more solutions than the others. This approach allows to
reduce the execution time compared to the static one.
Adaptive scheduling: The objective in this model is to adapt the number of partitions generated
to the load of the target architecture. More eﬃcient scheduling strategies are obtained for
shared, volatile and heterogeneous parallel architectures such as desktop grids.
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Fault-tolerance: The memory of the iteration-level parallel model required for the
checkpointing mechanism is composed of diﬀerent partitions. The partitions are composed of
a set of (partial) solutions and their associated objective values.

3.7 Solution-level parallel model
Granularity: This parallel model has a fine granularity. There is a relatively high
communication requirement for this model. In the functional decomposition parallel model, the
granularity will depend on the ratio between the evaluation cost of the sub-functions and the
communication cost of a solution. In the data decomposition parallel model, it depends on the
ratio between the evaluation of a data partition and its communication cost.
The fine granularity of this model makes it less suitable for large-scale distributed architectures
where the communication cost (in terms of latency and/or bandwidth) is relatively important,
such as in grid computing systems. Indeed, its implementation is often restricted to clusters or
network of workstations or shared memory machines.
Scalability: The degree of concurrency of this parallel model is limited by the number of subfunctions or data partitions. Although its scalability is limited, the use of the solution-level
parallel model in conjunction with the two other parallel models enables to extend the
scalability of a parallel MOEA.
Synchronous versus asynchronous communications: The implementation of the solution-level
parallel model is always synchronous following the master-worker paradigm. Indeed, the
master has to wait for all partial results to compute the global value of the objective functions.
The execution time T will be bounded by the maximum time TI of the diﬀerent tasks. An
exception occurs for hard-constrained optimisation problems, where feasibility of the solution
is first tested. The master terminates the computations as soon as a given task detects that the
solution does not satisfy a given hard constraint. Due to its heavy synchronisation steps, this
parallel model is worth applying to problems in which the calculations required at each iteration
are time consuming.
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The relative speedup may be approximated as follows: 𝑆% =

(
∝3

4
5

, where α is the

communication cost.
Scheduling: In the solution-level parallel model, tasks correspond to sub-functions in the
functional decomposition and to data partitions in the data decomposition model. Hence, the
diﬀerent scheduling strategies will diﬀer as follows:
•

Static scheduling: Usually, the sub-functions or data are decomposed into equal-size
partitions depending on the number of processors of the parallel machine. A static
mapping between the sub-functions (or data partitions) and the processors is applied.
As for the other parallel models, this static scheme is eﬃcient for parallel homogeneous
non-shared machines. For a heterogeneous non-shared machine, the size of each
partition in terms of sub-functions or data needs to be initialized according to the
performance of the processors.

•

Dynamic scheduling: Dynamic load balancing will be necessary for shared parallel
architectures or variable costs for the associated sub-functions or data partitions.
Dynamic load balancing may be easily achieved by evenly distributing at run-time the
sub-functions or the data among the processors. In optimisation problems, where the
computing cost of the sub-functions is unpredictable, dynamic load balancing is
necessary. Indeed, a static scheduling cannot be eﬃcient because there is no appropriate
estimation of the task costs (i.e. unpredictable cost).

•

Adaptive scheduling: In adaptive scheduling, the number of sub-functions or data
partitions generated is adapted to the load of the target architecture. More eﬃcient
scheduling strategies are obtained for shared, volatile and heterogeneous parallel
architectures such as desktop grids.

Fault-tolerance: The memory of the solution-level parallel model required for the
checkpointing mechanism is straightforward. It is composed of the solution(s) and their partial
objective value calculations.
Depending on the target parallel architecture, Table 3 presents a general guideline for the
eﬃcient implementation of the diﬀerent parallel models of MOEAs. For each parallel model
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(algorithmic-level, iteration-level, solution-level), the table shows its characteristics according
to the outlined criteria (granularity, scalability, asynchronism, scheduling, and fault-tolerance).
Table 3. Eﬃcient implementation of parallel MOEAs according to some performance
metrics and used strategies
Property

Algorithmic-level

Iteration-level

Solution-level

Granularity

Coarse

Medium

Fine

(Frequency of exchange,

(Nb. of solutions

(Eval. sub-functions,

size of information)

per partition)

eval. data partitions)

Number

Neighbourhood size,

Nb. of sub-functions,

of MOEAs

populations size

nb. data partitions

High

Moderate

Exceptional

(Information exchange)

(Eval. of solutions)

(Feasibility test)

MOEA

Solution(s)

Partial

Scalability
Asynchronism
Scheduling and
fault-tolerance

4

solution(s)

Conclusion

Parallel and distributed computing can be used in the design and implementation of MOEAs
to speed up the search, to improve the quality of the obtained solutions, to improve the
robustness, and to solve large scale problems. The clear separation between parallel design and
parallel implementation aspects of MOEAs is important to analyse parallel MOEAs. The most
important lessons of this tutorial can be summarised as follows:
•

In terms of parallel design, the diﬀerent parallel models for MOEAs have been unified.
Three hierarchical parallel models have been extracted: algorithmic-level, iterationlevel and solution-level parallel models.

•

In terms of parallel implementation, the question of an eﬃcient mapping of a parallel
model of MOEAs on a given parallel architecture and programming environment (i.e.
language, library, middleware) is handled. The focus was made on the key criteria of
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parallel architectures that influence the eﬃciency of an implementation of parallel
MOEAs.
One of the perspectives in the coming years is to achieve Exascale performance. The
emergence of heterogeneous platforms composed of multi-core chips and many-core chips
technologies will speed up the achievement of this goal. In terms of programming models,
cloud computing will become an important alternative to traditional high performance
computing for the development of large-scale MOEAs that harness massive computational
resources. This is a great challenge as nowadays cloud frameworks for parallel MOEAs are
just emerging.
In the future design of high-performance computers, the ratio between power and performance
will be increasingly important. The power represents the electrical power consumption of the
computer. An excess in power consumption uses unnecessary energy, generates waste heat and
decreases reliability. Very few vendors of high-performance architectures publicise the power
consumption data compared to the performance data.
In terms of target optimisation problems, parallel MOEAs constitute unavoidable approaches
to solve large scale real-life challenging problems (e.g. engineering design, data mining). They
are also an important alternative to solve dynamic and uncertain optimisation MOPs, in which
the complexities in terms of time and quality are more diﬃcult to handle by traditional
sequential approaches. Moreover, parallel models for MOPs with uncertainty have to be deeply
investigated.
All tutorial materials will be available at http://synergy-twinning.eu/events/training.
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Appendix: Tutorial handouts
This appendix includes the materials used so far to present the content of this tutorial to the
project members and interested audience at research institutions in Slovenia.
The following tutorial handouts are included:
•

handouts on multi-objective optimisation,

•

handouts on parallel multi-objective optimisation, and

•

handouts on the use of a parallel testbed called Grid’5000.
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Pareto dominance [Pareto 1896]
An objective vector z Є Z dominates an objective vector z’ Є Z iff

•
•
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Optimization: A Unified View
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Multi-objective Optimization Problem (MOP)
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• Landscapes and performance analysis
• Software framework for multi-objective
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Multiobjective Optimization Problem (MOP)
(MOP) =
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Multi-objective optimization problems

« min » f(x) = (f1(x), f2(x), …, fn(x))

• Academic problems

s. t. x Є X

•
•

• n ³ 2 objective functions (f1, f2, …, fn)
• x Є X is a decision vector
• X is the feasible set in the decision space

• Real-life applications

• Z is the feasible set in the objective space
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Combinatorial optimization problems
– Polynomially problems (assignment, spanning tree, shortest path)
– NP-hard problems (TSP, QAP, knapsack, routing, scheduling)
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Resolution Approaches
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Genealogy of Metaheuristics

Multiobjective optimization as a part of the decision making process:

A priori
• Decision Maker (DM) before the resolution process

A posteriori
• Decision Maker (DM) after the resolution process

Interactive
• Decision Maker (DM) during the resolution process
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Resolution Methodologies
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What is a Good Approximation?

è well-converged efficient set approximation

• Max the diversity in the objective space (and/or decision space)
è well-diversified efficient set approximation
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algorithms !
MACS

Approximating an efficient set is itself a bi-objective problem

f2

11

- Very active research in the last two decades

• Exact Methods

resolution
methodologies

The number of multi-objective metaheuristics is
growing exponentially !

MODE

12

2

13

Motivations
è A unified

view

• Design and Implementation
problem-dependent
Multi-objective-specific
metaheuristic-specific

• Fine-grained decomposition of
search mechanisms

design

•

Comparison of approaches
(experimental analysis)
New approaches

• Fitness assignment

metaheuristics for
multiobjective optimization
Population
based

•

Single solution
based

Guide the search towards Pareto optimal solutions for a better
convergence.

• Diversity preserving

•
implementation

Generate a diverse set of Pareto solutions in the objective space and/or
the decision space.

ParadisEO-MOEO

• Common terminology and
classification
•

16

Design issues of multi-objective metaheuristics

• Elitism:

•

application

Preservation and use of elite solutions.
• Allows a robust, fast and a monotically improving performance of a
metaheuristic

Combinatorial and continuous MOP

13

16

14

17

Fitness Assignment
• Scalar approaches

A unified design view

•

Transformation to mono-objective problem(s)

• Criterion-based approaches

•

Each objective is treated separately

• Dominance-based approaches

•

The concept of dominance is used

• Indicator-based approaches
• Use performance indicators to drive the search

14

Development process of a multi-objective
metaheuristic

17

15

18

Scalar approaches
• Aggregation methods
• Weighted metrics
• Goal programming
• ε-constraint approach
• Achievement functions

• Goal attainment

15

18
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19

22

Aggregation Metaheuristics

Dominance-based Approaches

• Weights: Static, Multiple, Dynamic, Adaptive

• Dominance relation used during the fitness
assignment process:

• Genetic algorithms [Hajela et Lin 92]
• Individual representation: solution + λ
• Goal: generating various Pareto solutions

•
•
•
•
•

• Simulated annealing [Serafini 92]
• Acceptance probability
• Tabu search [Dahl et al. 95]
• Hybrid metaheuristics [Talbi 98]
• Greedy algorithm + Simulated annealing [Tuyttens 98]
• Genetic algorithm (Local search) [Ishibuchi et Murata 98]
– Selection with different weights
– Local search on the produced individual (same weights)

Pareto dominance
Weak dominance
Strict dominance
ε-dominance [Helbig & Pateva 1994]
g-dominance [Molina et al. 2009]

•

Guided domination
• Fuzzy dominance

•…

19

22

20

23

Criterion-based Approaches: Sequential

Fitness assignment: Pareto ranking

• Sequential approach: Objectives are handled in sequential

• Pareto-based fitness assignment strategies
• Dominance rank
(e.g. used in MOGA)
– Number of solutions which dominates the solution
• Dominance depth
(e.g. used in NSGA and NSGA-II)
• Dominance count
(e.g. combined with dominance rank
in SPEA and SPEA2)
– Number of solutions dominated by the solution

• Lexicographic selection (priority order)
• Tabu search, Genetic algorithms [Fourman 85]
• Evolutionary strategies [Kursawe 91], …

20

23

21

Criterion-based Approaches: Parallel

24

Indicator-Based Fitness Assignment

• Parallel approach: Objectives are handled in parallel

[Zitzler & Künzli 04]

• Parallel selection (VEGA) [Schaffer 85]

Solutions compared on the basis of a binary quality indicator I

obj. 1

Fitness (A) = usefulness of A according to the optimization goal (I)

sub-population 1

population

population
obj. n

sub-population n

selection / reproduction

crossover / mutation

Examples of binary quality indicators:
A

• Multi-sexual reproduction [Lis & Eiben 96]
• One class per objective
• Reproduction (crossover) over several individuals

I(B,A) > 0

I(A,B) > 0

• Ant colonies (pheromone/objective)

I(B,A) > 0

è Tends to ignore compromised solutions

B

Additive epsilon indicator (IЄ+)
21

A
B

I(A,B) > 0

Hypervolume indicator (IHD)
24
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25

28

Elitism
• Archive

•
•

External set storing non dominated solutions
Update criteria: size, convergence, diversity

• The archive can be involved in the search process:

•

Elitist selection

25

28

26

29

Diversity

Elitism

Multi-modal optimization: locating every optima of the problem

• No archive

F(x)

•

Genetic derivation

• Unbounded archive

•
• Independent iterative executions

Current approximation contained in the main population

All nondominated solutions

• Bounded archive

x

•

• Sequential niching
• Iterative execution with a penalization of the optima already
found

A reasonable number of nondominated solutions

• Fixed-size archive

•

cf. SPEA2 [Zitzler et al. 2001]

• Parallel niching (sharing, crowding)
• Only one execution

26

29

27

Diversity: Statistical density estimation

A Model for Evolutionary Algorithms
initialization

• Kernel methods (sharing)
• Neighborhood of a solution in term of a
function taking a distance as argument
• Nearest neighbour techniques
• Distance of a solution to its kth nearest
neighbour
• Histograms
• Space divided onto neighbourhoods by
an hypergrid

30

Main issues
evaluation

• Problem-dependent components

kernel

representation, initialization, evaluation,
variation (recombination, mutation)

• Multi-objective specific components
nearest neighbor

fitness assignment, diversity preservation,
archiving

• Metaheuristic specific components
è decision / objective space

selection, replacement, stopping condition

fitness
diversity
replacement
archiving

approx. y stop?
n
selection
variation

histogram

27

30
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31

34

EMO Algorithms as Instances of the Model
NSGA-II

SPEA2

IBEA

SEEA

[Deb et al. 02]

[Zitzler et al. 01]

[Zitzler and Künzli 04]

[Liefooghe et al. 10]

fitness
assignment

dominancedepth

dom-count +
dom-rank

quality
indicator

none

diversity
preservation

crowding
distance

kth nearest
neighbor

none

none

archiving

none

fixed-size
archive

none

unbounded

selection

binary
tournament

elitist
selection

binary
tournament

elitist
selection

replacement

elitist
replacement

generational
replacement

elitist
replacement

generational
replacement

stopping
condition

number of
generations

number of
generations

number of
generations

user-defined

Components

Landscapes and Performance Analysis

31

34

32

A Model for Dominance-based Local Search
(DMLS)

35

Performance indicators

Main issues

• Unary / Binary indicators

• Problem dependent components
• Known Pareto optimal set / Unknown

representation, initialization,
evaluation, neighborhood, incremental
evaluation

• Cardinality, Distance, Volume

• Multi-objective specific components
dominance relation, archiving

• Parameter less / additional parameters: reference point, ideal
point, Nadir point, reference set, …

• Metaheuristic specific components
current set selection, neighborhood
exploration, stopping condition

32

35

33

DMLS Algorithms as Instances of the Model
Components
dominance
relation

PLS-1
[Paquete

et al. 04]

Pareto

PLS-2

PAES

moRBC

[Talbi et al. 01]

[Knowles & Corne00]

[Aguire & Anaka 05]

Pareto

Pareto

Pareto

bounded

bounded

hypergrid

crowding

archiving

unbounded

unbounded

current set
selection

partial

exhaustive

partial

partial

1 random sol.

all solutions

μ solutions

1 solution

exhaustive

exhaustive

partial

partial

all
neighbors

all
neighbors

λ random
neighbors

1 dominating
neighbor

natural

natural

all sol. visited

all sol. visited

neighborhood
exploration
stopping
condition

user-defined

36

Performance indicators: Properties
• Monotonicity
• Objective scale independence
• Computational complexity

• Classification:

•
•
•

natural
all sol. visited

33

Convergence
Diversity (dispersion, extension)
Hybrid

36
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37

40

PO unknown: Convergence
Contribution: Evaluating the
C 2+ W1 + N1
quality of the solutions from Cont(PO1/ PO2)=
C + W1 + N1 + W2 + N2
a set towards another one

PO1

C

PO2

C

W1
W2

L1
L2

N1
N2

C=4
W1=4 - N1=1
W2=0 - N2=1
Ex: if PO1=PO2 then CONT(PO1/PO2) = 0.5

•Cont(O,X)=0,7
•Cont(X,O)=0,3

if PO1>PO2 then CONT(PO1/PO2) = 1

37

40

38

41

PO known

PO unknown: Diversity

• Absolute efficiency (convergence)
PO * Ç PO
• Proportion of Pareto solutions within PO* AE =

• Entropy: builds a niche around every solution of
ND(PO1 U PO2)=PO*

•

Mean distance

MD =

å

yÎPO

•

PO

• Distance (PO*, PO)
• Worst distance WD = max(d ( PO*, y ) ), y Î PO

E(PO1,PO2) : diversity of the solutions of PO1 in comparison of those in
the niches of PO*
PO*

E(PO1,PO2)= -1 å( 1 ni ln ni )
ln(g) i=1 Ni PO1 PO1

d ( PO *, y )
PO

PO1
PO2

d ( PO *, y ) = min (d ( x , y ) ), x Î PO *

• Uniformity

n

d (x, y) = åli

WD
DIV =
MD

i =1

f

i

(x) -

f

j

Niches

( y)

38

41

39

PO unknown

42

PO unknown: Hybrid
f2

• Relative efficiency: number of solutions from A dominated by B
f1

A
+B

A¹ B

+
+

f1
+

ND( A U B ) = A

+
A weakly better than B

+

+

+
+
A strongly better than B

f2

ND( A U B ) = B

+

B - ND( A U B) ¹ F
+

+

f1

ND( A U B ) = A

+

A I ND( A U B) = F
+

+

• S-metric / Hypervolume
[Zitzler 99]

Size of the objective space
enclosed by PO* and a
reference point Zref

f1
+
+

+

+

+
B better than A

f2

Zref

f2

A and B can’t be compared

f2

f1
39

42
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43

Other indicators

46

Benchmarks: ZDT

• Generational distance (convergence)

• Extent (diversity)
• Spread (diversity)
• E-indicator (convergence)

43

46

44

Performance indicators

47

Supported / Non supported

44

47

45

Landscapes

48

Landscapes
Aggregation: supported solutions only

How to describe a Pareto front?

Convexity: Proportion of Pareto solutions belonging to the convex hull
f2

• Convexity / Concave Pareto fronts

Complexity: O(n.log(n))

• Multi-modality and deceptive attractors
Non-dominated solutions

• Isolated optimum (Flat space)

Unsupported solutions

• Continuous / Discontinuous

Convex hull

• Uniform distribution

Dominated solutions

f1

45

48
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49

52

Multi-objectivization

ParadisEO

A way to improve solving single-objective optimization
problems

• Design and code reuse

•

Conceptual separation between the solution methods and the problem to be
solved

• Flexibility and adaptability

•

• Objective function decomposition

•
•

• Utility

•

Several sub-objectives (separate conflicting goals)
Reduce the number of local optima

Broad range of methods, components, parallel and distributed models,
hybridization mechanisms…

• Transparent and easy access to performance and robustness

•

Parallel and hybrid implementation transparent to the hardware platform

• Portability

• Helper objectives

•
•

Adding or updating other optimization methods, search mechanisms,
operators, representation…

•
•

Adding new objectives correlated with the main objective
Break plateaus of the landscape à smooth landscape

Operating systems: Windows, Linux, MacOS
Material architectures: sequential, parallel, distributed

• Usability and efficiency

49

Development process of a multi-objective
metaheuristic

52

50

Software Frameworks/Librairies for multi-objective
metaheuristics

50

Framework for multi-objective metaheuristics:
ParadisEO

53

51

54

Multi-objective Metaheuristics

parallel and distributed metaheuristics

single
solution-based
Metaheuristics
(LS, SA, TS, TA, VNS, ILS)

53

Multi-objective problem

multiobjective
metaheuristics

Problem-dependent components
• Representation
• Evaluation
• Initialization
• Neighborhood
• Incremental evaluation
• Recombination
• Mutation

population-based metaheuristics
(GA, GP, ES, EDA, PSO, …)

(shared by all metaheuristics)

http://paradiseo.gforge.inria.fr
51

Multiobjective-specific components
- Fitness assignment
- Diversity preservation
- Archiving

(shared by all multi-objective
metaheuristics)

54

9

55

Implementation of an evolutionary algorithm
• Implement a representation

• Implement a representation

• Implement a population initialization strategy
• Implement a way of evaluating a solution
• Implement suitable variation operators

• Implement a population initialization strategy

Problem-specific
components

• Implement suitable variation operators
• Instantiate a fitness assignment strategy

• Instantiate a diversity preservation strategy
• Instantiate a replacement strategy

eoInit

• Implement a way of evaluating a solution

• Instantiate a fitness assignment strategy
• Instantiate a selection strategy

58

Implementation

• Instantiate a diversity preservation strategy
Generic components

• Instantiate a selection strategy

Multi-objective

• Instantiate a replacement strategy

• Instantiate an archive management strategy

• Instantiate an archive management strategy

Metaheuristic

• Instantiate a continuation strategy

• Instantiate a continuation strategy
55

58

56

59

Implementation

Implementation

• Implement a representation

• Implement a representation

• Implement a population initialization strategy

• Implement a population initialization strategy

• Implement a way of evaluating a solution

• Implement a way of evaluating a solution

• Implement suitable variation operators

• Implement suitable variation operators

• Instantiate a fitness assignment strategy

• Instantiate a fitness assignment strategy

• Instantiate a diversity preservation strategy

• Instantiate a diversity preservation strategy

• Instantiate a selection strategy

• Instantiate a selection strategy

• Instantiate a replacement strategy

• Instantiate a replacement strategy

• Instantiate an archive management strategy

• Instantiate an archive management strategy

• Instantiate a continuation strategy

• Instantiate a continuation strategy
56

eoEvalFunc

59

57

Representation

60

Implementation
• Implement a representation
objective vector

• Implement a population initialization strategy

evolving object

• Implement a way of evaluating a solution
Multi-objective evolving object

• Implement suitable variation operators
• Instantiate a fitness assignment strategy

vector-based representation

real-coded obj. values

• Instantiate a selection strategy

vector of real values

vector of bits

• Instantiate a diversity preservation strategy
• Instantiate a replacement strategy
• Instantiate an archive management strategy

vector of integers

• Instantiate a continuation strategy
57

60
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61

Variation operators

64

Implementation
• Implement a representation
• Implement a population initialization strategy
• Implement a way of evaluating a solution
• Implement suitable variation operators
• Instantiate a fitness assignment strategy
• Instantiate a diversity preservation strategy

mutation

binary
recombination

quadratic
recombination

other
operators

• Instantiate a selection strategy
• Instantiate a replacement strategy
• Instantiate an archive management strategy

è variation operators must be embedded to an eoTransform object

• Instantiate a continuation strategy
61

64

62

Implementation

65

Diversity Assignment

• Implement a representation
• Implement a population initialization strategy

dummy

used in SPEA2

• Implement a way of evaluating a solution
• Implement suitable variation operators
• Instantiate a fitness assignment strategy
• Instantiate a diversity preservation strategy
• Instantiate a selection strategy
• Instantiate a replacement strategy
• Instantiate an archive management strategy

used in MOGA & NSGA

• Instantiate a continuation strategy
62

used in NSGA-II

65

63

Fitness Assignment
dummy

scalar approaches

66

Implementation
• Implement a representation
• Implement a population initialization strategy

criterion-based approaches

• Implement a way of evaluating a solution
• Implement suitable variation operators

dominance-based approaches
used in MOGA
indicator-based approaches
used in IBEA

NSGA
NSGA-II
used in
SPEA2

• Instantiate a fitness assignment strategy
• Instantiate a diversity preservation strategy
• Instantiate a selection strategy
• Instantiate a replacement strategy
• Instantiate an archive management strategy
• Instantiate a continuation strategy

63

66
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67

Selection

70

Implementation
• Implement a representation
• Implement a population initialization strategy
• Implement a way of evaluating a solution
• Implement suitable variation operators

deterministic tournament

• Instantiate a fitness assignment strategy
• Instantiate a diversity preservation strategy
• Instantiate a selection strategy

random

• Instantiate a replacement strategy
stochastic tournament

• Instantiate an archive management strategy

elitist

• Instantiate a continuation strategy
67

70

68

Implementation

71

Archive

• Implement a representation
• Implement a population initialization strategy
• Implement a way of evaluating a solution
• Implement suitable variation operators
• Instantiate a fitness assignment strategy
• Instantiate a diversity preservation strategy
• Instantiate a selection strategy
• Instantiate a replacement strategy
• Instantiate an archive management strategy
• Instantiate a continuation strategy
68

71

69

Replacement

72

Dominance Relation

ε-dominance
Pareto dominance
one-shot elitist
weak dominance

generational

g-dominance
strict dominance

iterative elitist

69

72
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73

Implementation

76

State-of-the-art EMO Algorithms

• Implement a representation
• Implement a population initialization strategy
• Implement a way of evaluating a solution

• To instantiate a state-of-the-art
multi-objective metaheuristic for a
novel continuous MOP

• Implement suitable variation operators
• Instantiate a fitness assignment strategy
• Instantiate a diversity preservation strategy

è The evaluation is the only

• Instantiate a selection strategy

component to be implemented

• Instantiate a replacement strategy
• Instantiate an archive management strategy

eoContinue

• Instantiate a continuation strategy

73

76

74

Performance Metrics
è

77

ParadisEO users: some statistics (Up to Jan 2010)
http://paradiseo.gforge.inria.fr

Online computation

- More than 10 236 downloads: 91% Academics, 9% Industrials, # App
• 238 users in the user-list
- France: ECL, EMN, UNSA, LITA, EMSE, ENSMA, ENSIMAG, ENSTA …
- International: Cornell, Sandia, Lincoln, Waterloo, NanChang, Rome, Magdeburg, Cardiff, Melbourne,
Auckland, Shanghai, Hochiminh, Limerick, Cardiff, Cambridge, Tsinghua, Columbia, Ulster,
Fortaleza, Koc, Clemson, NASA, Minho …

hypervolume
difference

entropy

- Industry : Eurodecision, Thales, Into-Technology-USA, Software Dev. Service-New York, PiloSoft-USA,
Mobinets, …

34 452 visits
20 257 visitors

contribution
hypervolume

144 countries
3012 cities

additive &
multiplicative
epsilon

Tutorials, Contributions
From Dec 2007

74

77

75

General-Purpose EMO Algorithm

78

Conclusion

problem-dependent

• Unified view of hybrid multi-objective metaheuristics
hybrid metaheuristics
level
mode

low-level
relay

teamwork

high-level
relay

teamwork

• Low-level : Functional composition of a single method.
• High-level : Different methods are self-contained.
• Relay : Pipeline fashion.
• Teamwork : Parallel cooperating agents.
75

78
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79

Conclusion
• Unified view of parallel multi-objective metaheuristics

Meta 1

Meta 2

Meta k

Population,
Neighborhood, …

Solution
(Data or Objective)

§ Algorithm-Level: Cooperative selfcontained metaheuristics: Problem
independent
§ Iteration-Level: Parallelization of a
single step of the metaheuristic:
Problem independent
§ Solution-Level: Parallelization of
the processing of a single solution:
Problem dependent

79

80

Exercises: what has to be done (design &
implementation ?
• From the mono-objective resolution to the multi-objective resolution
• From the application of NSGA-II to IBEA evolutionary algorithms
• From the application of NSGA-II evolutionary algorithm to particle swarm
optimization MOPSO and multi-objective scatter search
• Design of interactive multi-objective metaheuristics
• Handling many-objective MOPs
• Design of multi-objective metaheuristics for MOP with uncertainties
80
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Goals

Parallel evolutionary
algorithms for multiobjective optimization
Prof. El-Ghazali TALBI
University Lille 1
El-ghazali.talbi@univ-lille1.fr
www.lifl.fr/~talbi

Motivations

§ Speedup the search à real-time and interactive
optimization methods, dynamic optimisation, …
§ Improve quality of solutions à cooperation, better even
on a single processor
§ Improve robustness (different instances, design space)
§ Solving large problems à instances, accuracy of
mathematics models

Taxonomy of metaheuristics

§ High-dimensional and complex optimization
problems in many areas of academic and
industrial concern
® Telecommunication, genomics, transportation,
engineering design, …

Metaheuristics

Single
solution
Hill
Climbing

§ Metaheuristics (ex. EAs) reduce the
computational complexity of search BUT Parallel
issue remains important:
§ More and more complex metaheuristics
§ Huge search space
§ CPU or memory intensive of the objective function

Motivations
§ Rapid development of
technology
§ Processors: Multi-core
processors, GPU, …
§ Networks (LAN & WAN):
Myrinet, Infiniband, Optical
networks, …
§ Data storage

§ Increasing ratio
performance / cost

Simulated
annealing

Tabu
search

Population

Evol.
algorithms

Swarm
optimisation

§ Solution-based metaheuristics: Hill
Climbing, Simulated Annealing, Tabu
Search, VNS, …
§ Population-based metaheuristics: Evolutionary
Algorithms, Scatter Search, Swarm optimization, …

Outline
§ Parallel Metaheuristics: Design issues
§ Parallel Metaheuristics: Implementation
issues
§ Hardware platforms, Programming models
§ Performance evaluation

§ Adaptation to Multi-objective Optimization
§ Software frameworks
§ IIlustration : Network design problem

1
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Parallel Models for Metaheuristics

Ex : Evolutionary Algorithms (Island
Model

§ A unified view for single-based metaheuristics and
population based metaheuristics

§ Distribution of the population in a set
of islands in which semi-isolated EAs
are executed

§ Three major hierarchical models:

GA

§ Algorithm-Level: Independent/Cooperative self-contained
metaheuristics

GA
GA

GA
GA

§ Iteration-Level: parallelization of a single step of the metaheuristic
(based on distribution of the handled solutions)
§ Solution-Level: parallelization of the processing of a single solution

Solution-level:
Processing of a single solution
(Objective / Data partitioning)
Algorithm-level:
Independent walks,
Multi-start model,
Hybridization/Cooperation
of metaheuristics
Iteration-level:
Parallel evaluation of
the neighborhood/population

Search algorithms

GA
GA

§ Improvement of robustness
and quality

Ex : The multi-start model in Local Search

Parallel Models for Metaheuristics

Scalability

GA

§ Sparse individual exchanges are
performed among these islands with
the goal of introducing more
diversity into the target populations

§ Independent set of Local
Searches
§ Improve robustness and
quality of solutions
§ May start from the same or
different initial solution,
population
§ Different parameters

H ´P´S
Population / Neighborhood

§ encoding, operators,
memory sizes (tabu list, …),
etc.

sub-solutions

Algorithm-level Parallel Model

Flat classification
Meta.

§ Problem Independent
§ Alter the behavior of the
metaheuristic
§ Design questions:

Meta

Algorithm-Level Parallel Model

Cooperation

§ When ? Migration decision:
§ Blind: Periodic or Probabilistic
§ Adaptive: state dependent

§ Where ? Exchange topology:
complete graph, ring, torus, random,
…
§ Which ? Information : elite solutions,
search memory, …
§ How ? Integration

Meta.

Meta

Simulated Annealing
Genetic Programming
Evolution Strategy
Tabu search
Ant Colonies
Scatter search, …

Homogeneous Heterogenenous

Partial

Global

Specialist General

2
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Homogeneous / Heterogeneous
§ Homogeneous hybrids = Same Metaheuristic
§ Heterogeneous = Different Metaheuristics

§ Problem independent
§ Complex objective functions (non
linear, simulations, …)
§ Don’t alter the behavior of the
metaheuristic à Speedup the
search

§ Example
Evolutionary
Algorithm
Communication
medium

Iteration-level Parallel Model

Simulated
Annealing

Several different metaheuristics cooperate and
co-evolve some solutions

Global / Partial

§ Single-solution based algorithms:
decomposition of the neighborhood
§ Population based algorithms:
decomposition of the population

Ex : Single-Solution Based Metaheuristic

§ Partial : Problem is decomposed in sub-problems.
Each algorithm is dedicated to solve one subproblem
§ Combinatorial / Continuous : Decomposition of
the problem, decision space, …
§ Problem dependant: Vehicle routing, Scheduling, …

LS
Solution
Partition
of the
neighborhood

Sub-problem

Sub-problem

Meta

Meta

Meta

§ Evaluation of the
neighborhood: computationally
intensive step
§ Decomposition of the
neighborhood :

Problem
Sub-problem

Solution(s)
Full
fitness

§ Design questions:

Tabu Search

Meta

§ Asynchronous for Simulated
Annealing (# behavior)
§ Synchronous for deterministic
algorithms (e.g. Tabu Search)

EAs, Tabu search
Simulated annealing

Synchronization : Build a global viable solution

Specialist / General

Ex : Population Based Metaheuristic

§ Specialist: Algorithms solve different problems
(ex: Co-evolutionary)

E.A.

Intensifying Agent

Solutions
from
unexplored regions

explored
space

Promising
solutions

Refers to

Refers to

Diversifying Agent

Explored regions

Selection
Replacement

Couple of
individuals
Evaluated
offsprings

Adaptative Memory
Promising regions
Initial

solutions

Good
solution
s

Crossover,
Mutation,
evaluation

§ Decomposition of the
population:
§ Individuals (EAs), Ants (AS),
Particles (PSO), etc.
§ Sharing Information:
Pheromone matrix, etc.
§ Asynchronous for steady state
GAs (# behavior)
§ Synchronous for
generational GAs

Local Search Agent

3
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Solution-level Parallel Model

Shared Memory Machine (SMP)

Aggregation of
partial fitnesses

§ Problem dependent
§ Don’t alter the behavior of the
metaheuristic à Speedup the
search (CPU or I/O intensive)
§ Synchronous
§ Design questions:

Memory

Partial
fitness

§ Easy to program: conventional OS
and programming paradigms

network

Solution

CPU

CPU

CPU

interconnection network:
bus, crossbar, multistage
crossbar

§ Data / Task Decomposition
§ Data : database, geographical area,
structure, …

§ Poor Scalability: Increase in
processors leads memory
contention
§ Ex. : Multi-core (Intel, AMD), Origin
(Silicon Graphics), GPU, ....

§ Task : sub-functions, solvers, …

Distributed Memory Architectures

Outline
§ Parallel Metaheuristics: Design issues
§ Parallel Metaheuristics: Implementation

CPU Memory

§ Good Scalability : Several hundred
nodes with a high speed
interconnection network/switch

network
§ Harder to program

• issues

Memory CPU

Memory CPU
§

§ Hardware platforms, Programming models
§ Performance evaluation

§ Adaptation to Multi-objective Optimization

Interconnection schema :
hypercube, (2D or 3D) torus,
fat-tree, multistage crossbars

Communication cost

§ Ex. : Clusters

§ Software frameworks
§ IIlustration : Network design problem

Parallel Metaheuristics: Implementation issues
Design of
Parallel
Metaheuristics

Programming Paradigms
Parallel Programming
Environments

P

P

P

P

.

Hardware

P

Main criteria : Memory sharing, Homogeneity,
Dedicated, Scalability, Volatility
P Processor

Thread

§ Clusters: A

collections of PCs
interconnected through
high speed network,
§ Low cost
§ Standard components

Execution Support

Parallel Architecture
P

Clusters & NOWs (DSM)

§ NOWs: Network Of
Workstations
§ take advantage of
unused computing
power

Process

4
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ccNUMA architectures

Main criteria for an efficient implementation

§ Mixing SMP and DSM
§ Small number of processors (up to 16)
clustered in SMP nodes (fast connectio n,
crossbar for instance)
§ SMPs are connected through a less
costly network with poorer
performance

Criteria

Homogenous
/
Heterogenous

Dedicated
/
Non Dedi.

Local
network /
Large
network

Volatility
& Fault
Tolerance

SMP

SM

Hom

Dedi

Local

No

COW

DM

Hom

Dedi

Local

No

NOW

DM

Het

Non

Local

Yes

HP Grid DM

Het

Dedi

Large

No

HT Grid DM

Het

Non

Large

Yes

Architecture

CPU

Memory CPU
network

Memory CPU
network

Memory
network

CPUCPUCPU

CPUCPUCPU

CPUCPUCPU

Interconnection network

Periph.

Grid Computing

“Coordinated resource sharing and problem solving in
dynamic, multi-institutional virtual organizations”
High-Performance
Computing GRID

Shared
Memory /
Distributed

High-Throughput
Computing GRID

Parallel Programming Environments
§ Shared-memory:
System

Category

Language binding

PThreads

Operating system

C

Java threads

Programming language

Java

OpenMP

Compiler directives

Fortran, C, C++

§ Distributed-memory:
• Offer a virtual supercomputer

§ Billions of idle PCs …
§ Stealing unused CPU
cycles of processors (a
mean of 47%)

§ Hybrid model

Message
passing

RPC or Objectbased systems

Grid
computing

Sockets

Java RMI

Globus

MPI

Condor

§ Inexpensive, potentially very powerful but more difficult
to program than traditional parallel computers

GRID Platforms

Lille

Rennes

Orsay

§ Granularity = Ratio Execution cost between
communication / Size Information exchanged

Nancy

§ Large Granularity à Well suited to large scale
architectures
§ Frequency of migration, Size of information
exchanged

Lyon
Bordeaux
Toulouse

Grenoble
Sophia

HPC Grid: GRID’5000: 9 sites
distributed in France and
inter-connected by Renater
7800 proc: between 500 and
1500 CPUs on each site

Algorithm-Level Parallel Model

HTC Grid: PlanetLab: 711
nodes on 338 sites over 25
countries

§ Asynchronous exchange more efficient than
Synchronous exchange for Heterogeneous or
Non-dedicated Architectures
§ Fault tolerance for Volatile architectures à
Checkpointing (reduced cost)
§ Scale : Number of optimization algorithms

5
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Iteration-Level Parallel Model
§ Granularity = Evaluation of a partition / Partition
communication cost à
§ Adapt granularity to target architecture (size of
partitions)

§ Asynchronous evaluation is more efficient:
§ Heterogeneous or Non Dedicated or Volatile
platforms
§ Heterogeneous computation of the objective function
(#solutions #costs)

§ Scale: Limited by
§ Size of population
§ Size of Neighborhood.

Solution-Level Parallel Model
§ Granularity = Evaluation of sub-function /
Cost of solution communication à Not
well suited to Large scale and distributed
memory architectures
§ Limited scalability (number of subfunctions or data partitions)
§ Synchronous

Fault-tolerance issues
§ Important in volatile, non-dedicated, large-scale
platforms
§ Checkpointing – Recovery mechanism
§ Application-oriented and NOT System-oriented
(reduced complexity in time and space)
§ Algorithmic-level: Current solution or population,
iteration number, …
§ Iteration-level: Which partition of population or
neighborhood + fitnesses
§ Solution-level: Solution + partial fitnesses

Load Balancing, Security, …
§ Static load balancing important for
heterogeneous architectures
§ Dynamic load balancing important for non
dedicated, volatile architectures.
§ Security issues important for large-scale
architectures (multi-domain administration,
firewalls, …) and some applications
(medical and bio research, industrial, …)

Performance evaluation
§ Speedup ?
SN = T1 / TN
Ti : Execution time using i processors (wall clock time)
N : number of used processors
§ If S < N è Sublinear speedup
§ If S = N è Linear speedup
§ If S > N è Superlinear speedup

§ Absolute speedup
§ Strong: T1 = Best known sequential algorithm ??
§ Weak :
§
Population of N individuals compared to K
islands of N/K individuals
§
Single-solution metaheuristic with N iterations
WITH K S-Meta with N/K iterations

Performance evaluation
§ Relative speedup
§ Fixed number of iterations
§ Interesting for evaluating the efficiency of the implementation
§ Superlinear speedup is possible: architecture source (memory,
cache, …)

§ Convergence to a solution with a given quality
§ Interesting for evaluation the efficiency of the parallel design
(Algorithm-level parallel model)
§ Superlinear speedup possible: search source (such as in branch and
bound)

§ Heterogenous or Non Dedicated architectures:
§ Efficiency: EN = SN * 100% / N (fraction of time processors are
conducting work)
§ 100% efficiency means linear speedup
t ( j)
§ t(j): time for task i, U(i): availability of worker i
E = åjÎJ

§ Stochastic : Mean, …

å

iÎI

U (i)

6
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Outline

Iteration-Level Parallel Model
§ Many MOP applications with complex
objectives (CFD – computational fluid dynamics,

§ Parallel Metaheuristics: Design issues
§ Parallel Metaheuristics: Implementation
issues

CEM – computational electromagnetics, FEM - finite
element method, …)

§ Fitness assignment

§ Hardware platforms, Programming models

§ Dominance, performance indicator, … :
complex procedures to parallelize

§ Adaptation to Multi-objective
Optimization
§ Software frameworks
§ IIlustration : Network design problem

§ Elitism
§ Pareto archiving : complex procedure to
parallelize

Multi-Objective Optimization
(MOP)

(f (x), f

min f (x) =

s.c.

1

2

(x),...,

f

n

)

(x)

Solution-Level Parallel Model
§ Decomposition of the n objectives
§ Multi-disciplinary Design Optimization

n ³2

xÎS

§ Dominance
§ y dominates z if and only if
"iÎ[1, …, n], yi £ zi
and $iÎ[1, …, n], yi < zi

f

§ Many engineering domains with different
models (# disciplines, #solvers)
§ Ex: Car design
§ Optimize the air flow around a car à
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) solver
§ Optimize the toughness of materials à finite
element method (FEM) solver

2

§ Pareto solution

Feasible solutions

§ A solution x is Pareto if a solution
which dominates x does not exist

è Goal: Find a good quality and well
diversified set of Pareto solutions

Pareto front
Solution found

f

1

Algorithm-Level Parallel Model
§ General and Global Cooperative Models:
§ Which Information to exchange ?
§ Pareto archive or current populations (random, elite, uniform,
…), …

§ Any replacement strategy for the current population
§ Based on: Dominance, Indicator, Scalarization, …

§ Partial:
§ Decompose the Pareto front (objective space)
§ # dominance criteria

§ Specialist :
§ Solve # problems (# objectives subsets)

Outline
§ Parallel Metaheuristics: Design issues
§ Parallel Metaheuristics: Implementation
• issues
§ Hardware platforms, Programming models

§ Adaptation to Multi-objective Optimization
§ Software Frameworks for Parallel
• Metaheuristics
§ IIlustration : Network design problem

7
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PARADISEO (PARAllel and
DIStributed Evolving Objects)

Why ?
§ From scratch: high development cost, error prone,
difficult to maintain, …
§ Code reuse: difficult to reuse, adaptation cost, …
§ Design and code reuse – software components:
Hollywood principle « Don’t call us, we call you
»
Combinatorial Optimization Problems (COPs) in practice:
§ Diversity
§ Continual evolution of the modeling (regards
needs, objectives, constraints, …)
§ Need to experiment many solving methods, techniques
of parallelization, hybridization, parameters, …

Design Objectives

n PARADISEO in some words …
http://paradiseo.gforge.inria.fr
An Open Source C++ framework (STL-Template)
Paradigm-free, unifying metaheuristics
Flexible regards the tackled problem
Generic and reusable components (operators of
variation, selection, replacement, criterion of
termination, …)
n Many services (visualization, management of command
line parameters, check-pointing, …)
n
n
n
n

S. Cahon, N. Melab and E-G. Talbi. ParadisEO: AFramework for the Reusable Design of
Paralleland Distributed Metaheuristics. Journal of Heuristics, Vol.10(3), 2004.

PARADISEO :

§ Maximal Reuse of code and design

PEO

§ Separation between resolution methods and target problems
§ Invariant part given
§ Problem specific part specified but to implement

MO

§ Flexibility et Adaptability
§ Adding and updating other optimization methods, search mechanisms,
operators, encoding, ...
§ … to solve new problems

§ Utility

http://paradiseo.gforge.inria.fr

MOEO

EO
§ Evolving Objects (EO) for the design of population-based
metaheuristics: GA, GP, ES, EDA, PSO, …

§ Large panel of methods, hybrids, parallel strategies, …

§ Portability

§ Moving Objects (MO) for the design of solution-based
metaheuristics: LS, TS, SA, VNS, ILS

§ Deployment on different platforms (Standard library)

§ Transparent access to performance and robustness
§ Parallel implementation is tranparent to the target hardware platform

§ Open source, Efficiency, Easy to use, …

§ Multi-Objective EO (MOEO) embedding features and techniques
related to multi-objective optimization,
§ PEO for the parallelization and hybridization of metaheuristics

Architecture (level of execution)
Parallel and distributed platforms

Examples
Metaheuristics

Parallelism
support at design

Parall. and dist.
at
implementation

ECJ

E.A.

Island cooperation

Threads / Sockets

D. BEAGLE

E.A.

Centralized model /
Island cooperation.

Sockets

J-DEAL

E.A.

Centralized model

Sockets

DREAM

E.A.

Island cooperation

Sockets / P2P

MALLBA

L.S. / E.A.

All

MPI, Netstream

PARADISEO

S-Meta / P-Meta

All

MPI, Condor,
PThreads,
Globus,
CUDA

PEO
MO

MOEO

LAM-MPI

PThreads

CUDA

EO

§ Parallelism and distribution
§ Communication libraries (MPI LAM)
® Deployment on networks/clusters of stations (COWs, NOWs)
§ Multi-threading layer (Posix threads)
® multi-core, multi-processors with shared memory (SMPs)
§ CUDA environments
® GPUs
§ Transparent to the user

8
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Architecture (level of execution)
Grid computing
PEO
MO

MOEO

EO

Master/Worker
Condor (HTC)

Globus (HPC)

§ Gridification
§ Re-visit parallel models taken into account the characterisitics of Grids
§ Coupling of ParadisEO with a Grid middleware (Condor-MW and Globus)

§ Transparent volatility & checkpointing
§ Ex : Definition in ParadisEO-CMW of the memory of each metaheuristic and
the associated parallel models

Illustration: The cooperative island model of
E.A.s
/* To enable migrations (i.e. exchanges
of individuals) */
eoPopChan <Route> pop_chan ;
/* Migrations will occur periodically */
eoFreqContinue <Route> mig_cont (FREQ_MIG) ;
/* Migrations are composed of random individuals
eoRandomSelect <Route> mig_select_one ;
*/
/* Selector of NUM_EMIG emigrants*/
eoSelectNumber <Route> mig_select
(mig_select_one,
NUM_EMIG) ;
/* Emigrants replace the worst individuals*/
eoPlusReplacement <Route> mig_replace ;
/* The ring topology */
eoRingTopology topo (naming_chan) ;
/* Building a manager of migrations */
eoDistAsyncIslandMig <Route> island_mig
(naming_chan
, pop_chan,
mig_cont,
mig_select,
mig_replace,
pop,
pop,
topo)
;

Illustration: Core classes of the Local
Search

E.A.

E.A.
Migration

Illustration: The parallelization of
the evaluation step

UML notation
(Unified Modeling Language)

E.A.
Solution
Full
fitness

Illustration: Core classes of the
Evolutionary Algorithm

Illustration: The parallelization of the
objective function
Aggregation of
partial fitnesses
Solution
Partial
fitness

9
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A multi-layer hierarchical parallel/hybrid
metaheuristic

Outline
§ Parallel Metaheuristics: Design issues
§ Parallel Metaheuristics: Implementation issues

1. Cooperative
island EAs

§ Hardware platforms, Programming models

§ Adaptation to Multi-objective Optimization
§ Software frameworks

§ IIlustration : Network design problem
§ Combined use of the 3 parallel models
§ Multi-objective problem
§ Implemented on COWs, NOWs, HPC Grids and
HTC Grids
§ Using of PARADISEO – EO & MO & MOEO & PEO

Design of radio networks in
mobile telecommunication
n

Network design
n
n

n

n

n

Cost of the network: Number of sites
Quality of Service

n

Iteration-level Parallel Model (Homogeneous
and Dedicated Cluster)
§ Synchronous/Asynchronous

A.E.

NP-hard problem with:
n

3. Parallel evaluation
(data partitioning)

§Deploying irregular tasks
® The computation time is
dependent of the number of
activated sites of the network
§Limited scalability of the
synchronous model (size of the
pop., e.g. 100)

Positioning sites
Fixing a set of parameters for each
antenna

Multi-objective problem
n

1. Deployment of
incremental
Local Searches

2. Distribution
of networks

Network

Huge search space

Full
fitness

High cost (CPU and memory )
objective functions, constraints.

N. Melab, S. Cahon and E-G. Talbi. Grid Computing for Parallel Bioinspired Algorithms.
Journal of Parallel and Distributed Computing (JPDC), 2006.

Solution-level Parallel Model

A brief description
Working area

§

A set of base stations that satisfy
the following constraints …
§
§

§

Cover
Handover

… and optimizes the following
criterion
§
§
§

Min. the number of sites
Min. interferences
Max. yield traffic

Propagation model
(Free spaceOkumura-Hata)

Parameters
of
antennas
Données
bornes
Ps
[26, 55] dBm
Diagram
3 types
Hauteur
[30, 50] m
Azimut
[0, 359] °
Inclinais on
[-15, 0] °
TRX
[1, 7]

Agregation

§ Synchronous, fine-grained !
§ Larger instances
§ Poor scalability

Solution
Partial
fitness

Partitioned
data
Used sites
Useless sites
Handover area
Cover area

Partitioning
of the geographical
data

(f1.3,f2.3, f3.3)
(f1.1,f2.1, f3.1)
(f1.2,f2.2, f3.2)
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Experimentation under PARADISEO
(non-dedicated cluster of PCs)

Conclusions
§ Unifying Parallel Models
for Metaheuristics

[Parallel] Metaheuristics

Superlinear speedup

models 2&3

model 2 alone

Parallel evaluation of the
population (model 2)

Parallel Evaluation of a solution
(model 3)

Synchronous vs. Asynchronous

Influence of the granularity on the
efficiency (synchronous)

High-Throughput Computing Grid:
Campus of Lille (3 # administrative domains)
Platform

HTC Grid (Polytech, IUT, LIFL)

Prog. Environment

Condor

Number of proc.

100 (heterog. and non dedicated)

Cumulative wall clock time

30681 h.

Wall clock time

Almost 15 days

Parallel efficiency

0.98

§ Clear separation between
parallel design and
parallel implementation

Software framework for
[Parallel] metaheuristics

§ Encourage the use of
software framework for
[parallel] metaheuristics

Different Architectures:
Sequential, Cluster, NOW,
Grid, SMP, …

Perspectives
§ Parallel models combining Metaheuristics &
Exact methods (Algorithms, Coupling of
Software, …)
§ Parallel models for dynamic and robust
optimization problems
§ Parallel models for optimization problems with
uncertainty
§ Need a multiple evaluation of a solution

§ Solving challenging problems on Grids (Ex:
Molecular biology, Engineering design, …)
§ Metaheuristics on GPU
Highway

Urban

High-Performance Computing
Grid: GRID’5000 under
Globus
400 CPUs on 6 sites: Lille,
Nice-Sophia Antipolis, Lyon,
Nancy, Rennes
§

§Parallel efficiency = 0.92
§ Best results obtained
§More than 22 years of
cumulative wall clock time
(other benchmark on 2465
processors)

S. Cahon,N. Melab and E-G.Talbi. ParadisEO: AFramework forthe Reusable Design of Parallel
and Distributed Metaheuristics. Journal of Heuristics, Vol.10(3), 2004.
GRID’5000: A fully reconfigurable grid! :
Linux « images » having Globus and MPICH-G2
already installed.

N. Melab, S. CahonandE-G.Talbi. Grid Computing for Parallel Bioinspired Algorithms. Journal of
Parallel and Distributed Computing (JPDC), 2006.
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Outline
§ What is and Why Grid5000 ?
§ Design and Architecture of Grid5000
§ Using and monitoring of Grid5000
§ Early large scale experiments

Grid’5000 experimental testbed
Getting started
Nouredine Melab

Prof. at Université Lille 1
Inria Lille – Nord Europe, CNRS - CRIStAL
May 20 th , 2016

What is Grid5000 ?

11 years later …

§ Project initiated in 2003 by the French
“ GRID5000 ”

§ Supported by other organizations

§ A large-scale …

Lille

government
§ ACI GRID – National Programme

Rennes

Orsay

Nancy

§ INRIA, CNRS, Universities, Renater,
Regional and local councils, …

§ Building by 2007 a nation-wide

experimental testbed …
§ … of 5000 distribu ted processing units
§ Opened to users in 2005
§ Less than 2000 processors, Renater

Lyon
Bordeaux

Grenoble

Toulouse

Sophia

(2.5Gbps)

§
§
§
§
§

11 sites (1 outsid e France)
51 clusters
1060 active nodes
8.000 processi ng cores
Dedicated 10Gbps network (Renater)

§ … heterogeneous testbed
§
§
§
§
§

Intel (78,5%), AMD (21,5%)
CPUs from 2 to 24 cores
40 Nvidia GPUs, 4 Intel Xeon Phi
Gigabit Ethernet , Infiniband, Myrinet
Data clusters on some sites (e.g. Rennes)
Disconnected
Connected (new)

Why an experimental testbed?

Why Grid5000 ?
§ A large scientific community in the field of large-scale
distributed computing involved in …

§ Experimental (real) validation = good alternative to …
§ analytical validation (math. modeling, theorem proof, …)

§ simulation (SimGrid, NS, …)
§ emulation (MicroGrid, Distem, …)

§ … because our scientific objects are often intractable
using those approaches (in distributed computing)
§ Too complex, dynamic, heterogeneous, large

§ Many projects funded by the government (ACI, …)

§ Has numerous research and application challenges
Major characteristics of the testbed
è large scale, heterogeneous, volatile

Major associated issues
è Scalability, fault tolerance,
scheduling, performance metrics,
network security, communication
protocols, QoS, accounting, …

§ Needs a mutualized testbed to validate the contributions

1
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Outline

Design objectives (1)
• Satisfying diversified needs

§ What is and Why Grid5000 ?
§ Design and Architecture of Grid5000
§ Using and monitoring of Grid5000
§ Early large scale experiments

• Sample survey from researchers in distributed
computing
• Result : ~ 100 experiments with different configurations

• Experiments at different levels of the software stack
(network, middleware/system, programming,
application)
• Different configurations
• Different OS, tools and libraries, etc.

Highly reconfigurable and controllable experimental testbed
è Hardware/Infra. as a Service (H/IaaS) cloud infrastructure

A view with Google Earth J

Design objectives (2)
• Protection of Internet from Grid5000 users
• … confined environment (controlled but easy
access to Internet from Grid5000, …)

• Making as friendly as possible the use of
Grid5000 by providing tools for …
•
•
•
•

…
…
…
…

the connection to the testbed from any site
resource reservation and configuration
experiment deployment
monitoring and supervision

Highly secure and easy-to-use-and-supervise testbed

A confined testbed

Zoom on the inter-sites network

§ VPN QinQ 802.1ad (layer 2 – Metropolitan Ethernet)
§ Interconnection via Renater 5 (10 Gbps)
VLAN
RENATER Router
RENATER Router

G5k Site

G5k Site
RENATER
RENATER Router

… (11 sites)

G5k Site
RENATER Router

2 fibers (1 dedicated to Grid’5000)

2
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Outline

A network of distributed clusters
RENATER Router

RENATER Router

Grid5000 Site

G5k Site
RENATER

Switch

RENATER Router

Computing clusters

G5k Site

…

Local
Frontend

§ A local frontend
§ Allows access to different services (resource
reservation, …)

§ NFS server for user data

NFS
server

§ What is and Why Grid5000 ?
§ Design and Architecture of Grid5000
§ Using and monitoring of Grid5000
§ Early large scale experiments

Admin server
(Access, OAR,
Kadeploy, Kavlan,
…)

§ Administration machine including a set of VMs
(Access-server, OAR-server, Kadploy-server, …)
§ A set of computing clusters …
§ including highly reconfigurable nodes

Instrument usage

Deployment procedure of an experiment
Log into Grid5000
Import data/codes

• Subject to a user charter (https://www.grid5000.fr )
• Only for experiment-driven research on distributed
computing, networking, HPC, big data
è Production usage in a pre-emptible mode only

• Free nodes during daytime (9:00-19:00) to debug and
prepare experiments
• Large-scale experiments during nights and weekends

• More than 500 users per year
• From research and education (master)
• e.g. master of scientific computing at Lille 1

YES

NO

§ Connection to Grid5000 and access to
resources
§ Resource reservation and information

§ Monitoring
§ System reconfiguration

Reserve nodes needed for
the experiment

Reserve 1
node
Reboot node
(existing env.*)

Adapt env.

Reboot the nodes with the user
experimental environment (optional)

Transfer params + Run the experiment

Reboot node
Env. OK ?

Major steps and stack of software tools

Build an env. ?

Collect experiment results
YES

*Available on all sites:
Debian Jessie
Centos
Ubuntu

Exit Grid’5000

Connection to Grid5000
• SSH is a key tool
• Connection via
access machines
• Data storage
– NFS (1 server / site)
– Data block service
(1 per site)
– 2 storage clusters
(Rennes, Nancy)

3
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Connection via an access machine

Connection to the frontend at Lille
• Connection to the frontend at Lille

• Connection to an access machine (accessible from
Internet):
melab@ubuntu:~$ ssh nmelab@access.grid5000.fr
----- Grid'500 0 - acce ss-so ut h. g ri d 50 0 0. fr -----

nmelab@access-sout h:~$ ssh frontend.lille. gr id5000.fr
----- Grid'50 00 - Lille - flille. li l l e. gr i d 50 0 0. fr -----

Clusters

Welcome to Grid'500 0

Frontends

DOC

Data

** Conne ct to a site :
$ ssh {grenobl e, li ll e, l u xe mb o ur g ,l yo n ,n a nc y, na n te s ,r e i m s, r en n es }
**
-

Use ful links:
account manage m en t (passwo rd change): http s://a pi . gr id 5 00 0 .f r/ u i/ ac c ou n t
homepa ge : https:// w ww. gr id 5 00 0 .f r/ m e di aw i ki /i nd e x. p hp / Ca t eg o ry :P o rt al : Us e r
charter : https://w w w. g ri d5 0 00 . fr / me di a wi ki /i n d e x.p h p/ G ri d 50 0 0: Us e rC h ar t er
support : https://w w w. g ri d5 0 0 0. fr / me d ia wi ki / in d e x.p h p/ S up p or t

** Data on acce ss.gri d 50 0 0. fr :
- your home director y on access machin es (acce ss-n or th and acce ss-so ut h )
is not sy nchroni ze d and should not be use to store data.
- please use ssh forwardi n g to send data directly to sites or
- (outside) $ scp files login@a cc e ss .g ri d 5 00 0. f r: r e i ms / using the nfs mount point in
your home
Last login: Mon Mar 7 16:21:0 6 2016 from 194.57.2 19 . 15 6

Major steps and exploitation tools

§ Connection to Grid5000 and access to
resources
§ Resource reservation and information

§ Monitoring
§ System reconfiguration

OAR resource and task manager (Cont.)
• OAR deals with different …
• Resource granularities: cluster, switch, node, CPU,
core
• Properties: memory size, disc type & size, hardware
capabilities, network interface, …

• OAR supports also …
• Job and resource visualization via Monika and
Drawgantt
• On-demand OS deployment via Kadeploy3

Doc

Other
frontends

Local info

This site has 3 clusters (see: https: //api.grid5000.fr /3 .0 /ui/v isualiz at ions/nodes .h tm l)
- chimint (2011): 20 nodes (2 CPUs Intel Xeon E5620, 4 cores/CPU, 16GB RAM, 272GB HDD)
- chinqchint (2007): 46 nodes (2 CPUs Intel Xeon E5440, 4 cores/CPU, 8GB RAM, 232GB HDD)
- chirloute (2011): 8 nodes (2 CPUs Intel Xeon E5620, 4 cores/CPU, 8GB RAM, 279GB HDD)
** Useful links :
- account management (password change): https://api.g rid5000 .fr /ui/acco unt
- homepage: https://www.g rid5000 .fr/media wiki /i nde x.p hp /Catego r y:Por ta l:User
- charter : https://www.grid 5000 .fr/media wiki /i nde x.p hp /Grid5000 :UserC ha rter
- support : https://www.g rid5000 .fr /medi awiki /i nde x.p hp /S uppo r t
** Others sites:
$ ssh {grenoble,luxembo urg ,lyo n,na nc y,na ntes ,rei ms ,re nnes,sop hia }
** 2 bugs could affect your experiment (see https://www.g rid5000 .fr /s ta tus /ar ti fac t/)
--> KaVlan is misconfigured on #Lille
https://intra ne t.g rid5000 .fr /b ug zi lla /s ho w_b ug.c gi?id=6679
--> chinqchint-2 disk is very slow
https://intra ne t.g rid5000 .fr /b ug zi lla /s ho w_b ug.c gi?id=6000
Last login: W ed Mar 16 16:36:02 2016 from access-south.g ri d 5 00 0 .fr
-------------- -

OAR resource and task manager
• OAR is a batch scheduler for HPC clusters and
distributed testbeds based on …
• a database (Postgress or MySQL), a script language
(Perl) and scalable admin. tool (Taktuk)

• OAR supports …
• Interactive and batch jobs and advance reservation
• Matchmaking of resources (job/node properties) and
backfiling
• Multi-queues with priority and best-effort queue (for
production)
• …

OAR in practice – major commands
• oarsub: allows the submission of jobs to OAR
• oardel: deletes a previous OAR submission
• oarsh: access to nodes reserved by oarsub – the nodes are not
accessible by a simple ssh!
• oarstat: returns information on the current reservations (Job Id,
reservation name, login, …)
• oarnodes: returns information on the computing nodes (node name,
hardware config., current state, …)
Whole system at: http://oar.imag.fr/
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OAR in practice – Interactive reservation
• Reservation in an Interactive mode of 4 nodes during 30 minutes
nmelab@flille:~$ oarsub -I -l nodes=4,walltime=00:30:00
[ADMISSION RULE] Modify resource description with type constraints
Generate a job key...
OAR_JOB_ID=151 0709
Interactive mode : waiting...
Starting...

OAR in practice – Connection to job’s nodes
• Connection to reserved node not allowed unless requested
nmelab@chimint-20:~$ ssh chimint-3
Connection closed by 172.16.33.3

• Connection to a node using oarsh (wrapper around ssh)
nmelab@c himint-20:~$ oarsh chimint-3
Jessie-x64-std- 2016011914
(Image based on Debian Jessie for AMD64/EM64T)
Maintained by support-staff <support-staff@list s. gr id5000.fr>

Connect to OAR job 1510709 via the node chimint-20.lille.grid5000.fr
nmelab@chimint-20 :~$

• Which nodes have been reserved?

Applications
* Text: Vim, nano
(Type "dpkg -l" to see complete installed package list)

nmelab@chimint-20:~$ uniq $OAR_NODEFILE
chimint-20.lille.grid5000.fr
chimint-3.lille.grid5000 .fr
chimint-7.lille.grid5000 .fr
chimint-8.lille.grid5000 .fr

More details: https://www.grid5000.fr/mediaw iki/ index. php/ jessie- x64- std-2016011914
Last login: Wed Mar 23 11:46:36 2016 from chimint-15.l ille. grid5000.fr

OAR in practice – oarstat

Monica in practice

• Checking a job submission …
nmelab@flille:~$ oarstat -u nmelab
Job id
Name
User
Submission Date
---------- -------------- -------------------------------1510705
nmelab
2016-03-23 11:39:44
1510708
nmelab
2016-03-23 12:19:18
1510709
nmelab
2016-03-23 12:22:15

S
-W
W
R

Queue
---------default
default
default

• Jobs of other users ?
nmela b@f li lle: ~$ oarstat
Job id
Name
User
---------- -------------- -------------1509966
MAINT E NA N C E OA cparisot
1510618
BE_2
gfedak
...
1510705
nme la b
1510708
nme la b
1510709
nme la b

Submiss io n Date
------------------2016-03-15 15:39:36
2016-03-22 20:00:12

S
W
R

Queue
---------admin
besteffort

2016-03-23 11:39:44
2016-03-23 12:19:18
2016-03-23 12:22:15

W
W
R

default
default
default

• Multiple queues …

– Default, admin, best effort (to use idle resources with a low priority)
– Status : R – Running, W - Waiting

Monica in practice – Checking OAR jobs

Monica in practice – OAR properties

Only 3 nodes of 8 cores
each are available

OAR_JOB_ID=1510709
Nodes: chimint-20.lille.grid5000.fr
chimint-3.lille.grid5000.fr
chimint-7.lille.grid5000.fr
chimint-8.lille.grid5000.fr

…

•

The reservation request can be complex using specific resources like
wattmeters and GPUs and expressed in an SQL-like way.

oarsub -p "wattmeter='YES' and gpu='YES‘ and network_address not in ('graphene-140.nancy.grid5000.fr',
'graphene-141.nancy.grid5000.fr')" -l nodes=5,walltime=2 -I
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OAR in practice – Advance reservation

Drawgantt in practice

• Reservation in a passive mode of 2 nodes for 30 minutes this
night at 20:00, starting with the execution of the hi.sh script
nmelab@flille:~$ oarsub -r "2016-03- 23 20:00:00" –l nodes= 2,w allt ime=00: 30: 00 ./hi.sh
[ADMISSION RULE] Modify resource description with type constraints
Generate a job key...
OAR_JOB_ID=1510708
Reservation mode : waiting validation...
Reservation valid --> OK

• Checking using oarstat ?
nmelab@flille:~$ oarstat -u nmelab
Job id
Name
User
Submission Date
S Queue
---------- -------------- -------------------------------- ---------1510705
nmelab
2016-03-23 11:39:44 W default
1510708
nm elab
2016-03-23 12:19:18 W default
1510709
nmelab
2016-03-23 12:22:15 R default

Major steps and exploitation tools

Time window

Current time
Nodes of
the chimint
cluster at
Lille

Duration
Jobs of nmelab user:
1510705, 1510708 and 1510709

Monitoring services/tools
§ Services/tools are provided for …

§ Connection to Grid5000 and access to resources
§ Resource reservation and information
§ Monitoring
§ System reconfiguration

Ganglia

• … system-level and infrastructure-level measurements
• Tools: Ganglia (resource usage), Kwapi (power monitoring)
• Various statistics with Kaspied (Stats5K, various stats)

Ganglia at the site/cluster level

§ Ganglia (http://ganglia.sourceforge.net/)
§ Resource usage metrics: CPU usage, memory usage, etc.
§ Graphical representation at # levels: global, per site, per cluster,
etc.
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Kwapi

Network monitoring

§ Kwapi measures …
§ Power consumpti on on PDUs and some network links

Kaspied (Stats5K)

Major steps and exploitation tools

§ Various statistics about Grid'5000
§ Usage: who used Grid'5000 (when, which cluster, queue and
affiliation)
§ Availability and usage rate: global availability of nodes, day vs.
night usage
§ …

Deployment procedure of an experiment

§ Connection to Grid5000 and access to resources
§ Resource reservation and information
§ Monitoring
§ System reconfiguration

Kadeploy – Scalable Cluster Deployment
kadeploy3.gforge.inria.fr

Log into Grid5000
Import data/codes

§ Built on top of PXE, DHCP, TFTP

YES

Build an env. ?

NO
Reserve nodes needed for
the experiment

Reserve 1
node
Reboot node
(existing env.*)

Adapt env.

Transfer params + Run the experiment

Reboot node
Env. OK ?

Reboot the nodes with the user
experimental environment (optional)

Collect experiment results
YES

*Available on all sites:
Debian Jessie
Centos
Ubuntu

§ Scalable, efficient and reliable
§ Chain-based BitTorrent environment broadcast

§ Provides a Hardware-as-a-Service Cloud infrastructure
• Support of a broad range of systems (Linux, Xen,
*BSD, etc.)
• Similar to a cloud/virtualization provisioning tool (but
on real machines)
• Choose a system stack and deploy it over Grid’5000 !

Exit Grid’5000
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Reconfiguration process

Step 2: OAR reservation for a deployment

• Three steps …
• Buildi ng or selection of a system image

• nmelab@flille:~$ oarsub -I -l nodes=1,walltime=1:45 -t deploy

• OAR reservati on using the deploy mode
• Deployment on the reserved nodes

[ADMISSION RULE] Modify resource description with type constraints
Generate a job key...
OAR_JOB_ID=15113 93

• Step 1: What are the available environments?
nmelab@f lille:~$ kaenv3 -l
==> Returns environments are available in /grid5000/images/ on
each frontend
Name
Version User
Description
####
####### ####
###########
centos-x64- lustr e
1
deploy
Centos 6. With Lustre 2.2
centos-x64- min
1
deploy
Centos 6. Minimal version
jessie-x64-base
2016011914 deploy
Debian Jessie (base)
jessie-x64- big
2016011914 deploy
Debian Jessie (big)
jessie-x64- min
2016011914 deploy
Debian Jessie (min)
jessie-x64- nfs
2016011914 deploy
Debian Jessie (nfs)
jessie-x64- std
2016011914 deploy
Debian Jessie (std)
ubunt u- x64-1204
8
deploy
Ubunt u Precise 12.04
ubunt u- x64-1204-part ed 10
deploy
Ubunt u Precise 12.04 (custom part. ...

Interactive mode : w aiting...
Starting...
Connect to OAR job 1511393 via the node frontend.lille.grid5000.fr
• nmelab@flille:~$ uniq $OAR_NODEFILE
chimint-9.lille.grid 5000.fr

…

Outline

Step 3: deployment
• Deployment of a Debian ima ge containing basic tools (OpenMPI, …)
nmelab@flille:~$ kadeploy3 -f $OAR_NODEFILE -e jessie-x64-base -k
Deployment #D-e09b2924-1fb1-418f-bd97-4b124ae5cc1b started
Grab the key file /home/nmelab/.ssh/aut horized_keys à (-k)

Performing a Deploy[SetDeploymentEnvUntrusted] step
Switch PXE, reb oot, send key, preparation of the disk partition to
receiv e the ima ge

End of step Deploy[ SetDeploymentEnvUntrusted] after 171s
send_env ironment
* Broadcast time: 16s
…
install_b oo tloa de r, sync

End of step Deploy[ BroadcastEnvKascade] after 28s

§ What is and Why Grid5000 ?
§ Design and Architecture of Grid5000
§ Using and monitoring of Grid5000
§ Early large scale experiments

Reboot with
new env.

Performing a Deploy[BootNewEnvClassical] step
… reboot_from_d e p lo y_e nv …

End of step Deploy[BootNewEnvClassical ] after

Deployment

Performing a Deploy[BroadcastEnvKascade] step

Preparation

Launching a deployment on chimint-9. lille.gr id5000.f r

160s

End of deployment for chimint-9. lille.gr id5000.fr after 359s

DIET at large scale

Reconfiguration of Grid5000

Distributed Interactive Engineering Toolbox

T=30 s: deployement sequence is launched
T=50 s: all nodes are rebooting
T=160 s: all nodes rebooted and prepare the disc
T=200 s: Second boot order
T=320 s: Site2 machines rebooted with user OS
T=450 s: Site1 machines rebooted with user OS

260

180

80

§ More than 45.000 GridRPC requests (multi. of matrices dgemm) submitted by
1120 clients to remote servers
§ Scheduling of requests distributed over DIET agents
§ 7 sites : Lyon, Orsay, Rennes, Lille, SophiaAntipolis, Toulouse, Bordeaux

T=0 s: all nodes run an OS

T=800 s: User experiment completed

§ 8 clusters - 585 machines - 1170 CPUs

Objectives
§ Proof of the scalability of DIET
§ Test of the functionalities of DIET
at large scale

Raphaël Bolze
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Solving t he Challenging Flow-Shop Scheduling Problem on Grid’5000
M. Mezm az, N. Melab and E-G. Talbi
CNRS/LIFL – INRIA DOLPHIN, Univer sit é de Lille1

§

§

The Flow-Shop scheduling problem
§

N jobs to be scheduled on M m achines

§

The objective is to m inim ize the total com pletion tim e

• Models
• Macroscopic model

• Non linear elasticity/ finite elements

• Microscopic model

The proposed grid-enabled branch and bound
§
§
§
§
§

§

Real- time tracking with EPSN of a crack
propagation using a multi-scale method

• Molecular dynamics

• Mixed zone

Optim ized coding of the search tree
Adaptive load balancing to explore an irregular B&B tree in a heterogen eous context
Checkpointing-based fault tolerance to support the dynam ic availability of resources
Term ination detection of asynchronous B&B processes
Global inform ation sharing in a large scale environm ent

• Weighting of the energy recovery
• Constraint pour picking up the move speeds

• Code coupling/integration

• LAMMPS (molecular dynamics – Sandia)
• Elasticity based on LibMesh

Experimentation on Grid5000 – a success story
§ Standard Taillard’s benchm ark: Ta056 - 50 jobs on 20 m achines

n

§ Best known solution: 3681, Ruiz & Stutzle, 2004

Running wall clock time: 25 days 46 min.

CPU time on a single processor: 22 years 185 days 16 hours

Avg. number of exploited processors: 328

Maximum number of exploited processors: 1 195

Parallel efficiency: 97 %

Bordeaux (88), Orsay (360), Sophia (190), Lille (98), Toulouse
(112), Rennes (456), Univ. Lille1 (304)

Other experiments

Simulation
n
n

§ Exact solu tion : 3679, Mezmaz, Melab & Talbi, 2006

n

n

1/2 million atoms, 100 processors – Cluster from Bordeaux
5 000 finite elements, 20 processors – Cluster from Rennes
Visualization, 4 processors – Cluster from Bordeaux

Experience driving
n
n
n

Monitoring : energy, temperature, …
On-line visualization
Modification of parameters: boundary conditions, frequency of backup, …

A Wiki site

(https://www.grid5000.fr)

§ Peer-to-Peer for Computational Grids: Mixing Clusters and
Desktop Machines – 628 machines, 5+1 sites

§ Challenge: use of P2P mechanisms to build grid middleware –
580 machines, 6 sites

§ P2P experiments (H. Bal, NL) – Up to 960 machines, 6 sites
§ Protein folding and docking on the Grid – Up to 520 machines, 4
sites

§ Fully Distributed Batch Scheduler – 944 machines, 4 sites (6
clusters)

§ Fault tolerant MPI for the Grid – 536 machines, 6 sites
§ Fractal Deployment Framework – 1000 nodes
• Grid@work (Octobre 10-14 2005) - 1600 CPUs in total: 1200
provided by Grid’5000 + 50 by the other Grids (EGEE, DEISA,
NorduGrid) + 350 CPUs on clusters
• …
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G RID ’5000 TESTBED : G ETTING STARTED TUTORIAL
Jan Gmys, Matthieu Marquillie and Nouredine Melab
(Université Lille 1)

1
1.1

Getting the environment
Authentication / Connection to Grid’5000
! The Secure Shell (ssh) network protocol is the main tool used to access the Grid’5000 testbed. When
connecting to a remote machine, the standard way to authenticate is via the remote account’s login
and password. However, for security reasons this authentication scheme is disabled on Grid’5000.
Instead, Grid’5000 users must use public-key authentication, as follows :
® On your local machine, create a key pair using ssh-keygen. To do this, enter the following command
and save the key in /home/login/.ssh/id_rsa.

your machine : ssh-keygen -t rsa
® Now, you should upload the public key (/home/login/.ssh/id_rsa.pub) using the Account Management
Interface. On the g5k website, go to Users Portal > Manage Account and choose the option edit profile
(Fig. 1a). Then, copy-and-paste the public_key to the SSH public key field (Fig. 1b). Note that it is
possible to enter several keys, for different workstations, one after the other.

(a) Users Portal > Manage Account.

(b) Paste the whole ssh public key here.

F IGURE 1 – Enabling your authentication in Grid’5000
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! The Grid’5000 grid (g5k) that we will use during the tutorials is distributed among different sites :
Lille, Nancy, Rennes, ... These different sites are connected by the RENATER network. By now, you
are ready to access g5k by connecting with ssh to one of its access points. The command to use to
connect to this gateway is :

your machine : ssh login@access.grid5000.fr
® Connect to the g5k access site.
® Notice the different information that are given, in particular how to transfer data from outside to g5k.

1.2

Connections to frontends
! Resources reservation on g5k is performed from a particular machine called the frontend. You
need to connect to the frontend with ssh. From the access machines you can connect to the frontend
of a particular site with the command :

access : ssh site
! You can also use this command when you are already connected to a frontend and you would like to
connect to another frontend
® Connect to the Lille site.
® Disconnect from the Lille site, then try to connect on some other sites.
® Try to connect directly to the frontend of another site.
® Connect to the Lille site and try to connect to one of the compute nodes (for instance
chinqchint-11.lille.grid5000.fr) with the ssh command.
! Compute nodes are not available with a simple ssh. You need to reserve them before obtaining any
access.

1.3

Working with files
® From the access point create a test file with the following command :

access : echo this is a test file > lille/test_login.txt
® Connect to the Lille frontend. Where is the test file located ? How about the one of your neighbour ?
® Connect to another site. Where is the test file located ?
! The access points and the frontends are available by ssh from any machine on g5k. Resource access
is managed by the LDAP protocol. Your account is duplicated by NFS only on the nodes of a same
site (included the compute nodes !).

2
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® From the access point, copy the test file to another site :

access : cp lille/test_login.txt site/
® Connect to this site. Is your file available on this site now ?
Z NB : Alternatively one can use scp or rsync to copy data between sites (this is preferable for large
volumes of data) :

frontend : scp test_login.txt site:
frontend : rsync test_login.txt site:

1.4

Transferring files
! The rsync command can also be used to transfer files between your local machine and g5k. For
example, the following command transfers a local file to your home directory on the lille site

your machine : rsync file login@access.grid5000.fr:lille/
! And the following command transfers a file from the lille site to your current local directory :

your machine : rsync login@access.grid5000.fr:lille/file ./
Z NB : The rsync command can transfer multiple files at the same time and also full directories. For
example, the following command copies the directory dir to your home directory on lille (check man
rsync for more details) :

your machine : rsync -azvP ./dir login@access.grid5000.fr:lille/

2

Supervise and reserve with OAR
! Now you are ready to reserve some resources. Before making a reservation you must check for the
grid status by using a supervision tool. We will learn to use Monika, a web interface dedicated to
g5k.
® Connect to https://www.grid5000.fr and go to section : Users portal → Platform status
® Notice the status of the different nodes on the Lille cluster. Look also for the different job details.
! OAR is a software which allows the users to manage the resources available on g5k site. It allows
to :
— Consult the resources (oarstat)
— Reserve some resources (oarsub)
— Access to the resources (oarsh)
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2.1 oarstat and oarnodes
® Use the commands oarstat and oarnodes. Test the different commands with the options -j, -u ,
-f. Look for the man for further information.
! To sum up, oarstat and oarnodes allow to get in command line the same proposed services by
Monika. As we will see, these informations will be very useful for starting a task.

2.2 oarsub
! The oarsub scheduler allows to reserve some nodes on g5k. We will discuss about two reservation
modes :
— The interactive mode : the user is directly connected on one of his reservation nodes. He can
after execute his own scripts
— The passive mode : a script is specified during the reservation. This script is then executed on
one of the reservation nodes. The user is not directly connected to a node. This mode also allows
to schedule a task.

2.3

oarsub : the interactive mode
® Reserve a resource in interactive mode by using the command :

frontend : oarsub -I
! oar returns a number : JOBID. This number corresponds to the reservation that you have just made.
Now that you have reserved a resource, you can execute a program on this resource. We will come
back on it later.
® To supervise your reservations, use oarstat/oarnodes in a second terminal (you could also use
Monika ...)
® Visualize the reservation that you have just made. Note the attributed resource (node), the duration, the
status, the identification, etc...
® To finish your reservation, use the following command from the second terminal :

frontend : oardel {JOBID}
! Notice that by default only one machine (possibly a multi-core) has been assigned to you for a
duration of one hour. We will now reserve more resources for a shorter duration and execute some
scripts.
® Reserve two nodes for a duration of five minutes by using the following command :

frontend : oarsub -I -l nodes=2,walltime=00:05:00
® Which nodes have been allocated ? To find out, enter the command :
4
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node : uniq $OAR_NODEFILE
! Once a node is reserved, you can connect to it using the commands :

frontend : oarsub -C {JOBID}
node : oarsh {node}.{site_name}.grid5000.fr
® Connect to the second reserved node by using oarsh from a second terminal. Then disconnect from it
(exit). Is the reservation still active ?
® Disconnect from both nodes and verify that your reservation is finished.
! When you perform an interactive reservation, you are located on a main node. The information
of your reservation can be obtained by using the oar environment variables. Thus from the main
node, you can access via oarsh the others nodes of your reservation and execute some programs.
The resources access via oarsh is limited by your reservation duration : once your reservation is
finished, it is not possible to connect on any resources any more. The termination of a reservation
is done with oardel, or when you disconnect yourself from the main node (exit), or when the
reservation time is expired (walltime). The end of a program execution does not determine the end
of an interactive reservation.

2.4

oarsub : passive reservation
! The oar scheduler allows to perform submissions in passive mode. In this mode, the resources are
reserved but the user is not directly connected on a reserved node. In the following, we will see the
interest of such reservation.
! In the passive mode, a script specified during the reservation is executed on the first allocated node.
The script must determine the obtained nodes, then it must distribute the work among them. This can
be performed by manipulating the oar environment variables. The following script gives an example.
® Download the following script from http://www.lifl.fr/~melab/HTML/Synergy/Tuto-G5K/test_
script.sh (be careful to put the correct ~ sign in the URL) and transfer it to the Lille site. If you prefer,
you may also edit it in your work directory - in any case do not forget to do a chmod +x.

#!/bin/bash
machines= uniq $OAR_NODEFILE
for m in $machines
do
echo Execution on the machine $m .....:
oarsh $m echo date > $m &
i=0
while [ $i -ne 50000 ]
5
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do

let "i=i+1"
echo $i > counting_$m
done
done
® Make a passive reservation by using the following command :

frontend : oarsub -l nodes=2,walltime=00:05:00 ./test_script.sh
® Using oarstat, verify the visibility of your and check the output of the script.
!

2.5

In passive mode, the standard output (respectively error) of the script is redirected to the
OAR.JOBID.stdout file (respectively OAR.JOBID.stderr) in your directory. It is thus possible to
retrieve the script execution or to follow it’s execution in direct.

oarsub : passive planning
! It is possible to reserve some resources in order to use them at a given time in the future. This is
particularly interesting for the planning of long tasks which need lots of resources.
® Plan the execution of one of your previous script by using the following command :

frontend : oarsub -r "AAAA-MM-JJ hh:mm:ss" -l nodes=2,walltime=00:05:00 ./{script}
• Follow the execution progress by using in particular oarstat and by observing the status of your reservation.
Verify the obtained result as before.
• Finish your reservation.

2.6

OpenMP application
® The following file is downloadable at
http://www.lifl.fr/~melab/HTML/Synergy/Tuto-G5K/hello_openmp.c.
Get it and transfer it to a g5k frontend (or edit it directly on the frontend using emacs, vim or nano)

#include <omp.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
int main (int argc, char *argv[])
{
int nthreads, tid;
#pragma omp parallel private(nthreads, tid)
{
6
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/* Obtain thread number */
tid = omp_get_thread_num();
nthreads = omp_get_num_threads();

}

}

printf("Hello World from thread %d / %d\n", tid, nthreads);

® Connect to a node (in interactive mode) and compile the program with the command :

node : gcc -fopenmp {file_name} -o {exec_name}
® Set the environment variable OMP_NUM_THREADS and run the program.

node : export OMP_NUM_THREADS=<N> ; ./{exec_name}

2.7

kadeploy3
! Using the oarsub command as above allows you to access resources configured in their default
environment. However, your experiment might require changing the software environment in some
way and therefore it may be useful to have administrative privileges (root access) on the resources
you reserved. G5k offers this possibility to its users and the goal of this part of the tutorial is to learn
how g5k can be used in this advanced way.
® Reserve a node, allowing a deployment with kadeploy

frontend : oarsub -I -l {...} -t deploy
® On each site a library of images is maintained in /grid5000/images. You can list the available default
environments using the command

frontend : kaenv3 -l
! Grid’5000 can be used as a Hardware-as-a-Service Cloud, thanks to kadeploy3, which allows
one to deploy a software environment on a pool of nodes for the duration of their reservation. The
command man kadeploy3 and the g5k wiki pages provide further information.
® Deploy an image of your choice on the reserved nodes. For instance, to deploy the image jessie-x64-base
(a basic version of Debian Jessie) use the command

frontend : kadeploy3 -f $OAR_NODEFILE -e jessie-x64-base -k
® After the deployment, you can connect to the reserved node as a root user using one of the two following
commands

frontend : ssh root@{node}
frontend : ssh root@(head -1 $OAR_NODEFILE)
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! As a root user you are now able to access websites outside Grid5000 (NB : This activity is logged
and monitored). For example you can use wget to download packages and apt-get to install them.
In this tutorial we will create a new user.
® Create a new user account using the following command. Notice the creation of a /home directory.

root@node : adduser {username}
® Now, from a second terminal connect to the node with the login you have chosen

frontend : ssh {username}@{node}
! Now let’s save the modified environment, so that we can re-deploy it in the future. We will create an
image of the deployed environment and make it compatible with kadeploy3
® To create an image of the modified environment you can use the tgz-g5k script. You can use for
example one of the following two commands

frontend : ssh root@{node} tgz-g5k > {path_to_myimage}.tgz
root@node : tgz-g5k {login}@frontend:{path_to_myimage}.tgz
® Now you need to create a description of the environment. The description of the initial image is a good
starting point, so print it to a new description file. For instance (assuming that jessie-x64-base was
used) you can do this by entering

frontend : kaenv3 -p jessie-x64-base -u deploy > myjessie-x64-base.env
! The created environment file (for example myjessie-x64-base.env) must be edited. In particular
the name, description, author and image > file lines must be changed. Also the line visibility must
be suppressed or changed to private or shared.
® Now the newly created environment can be deployed using

frontend : kadeploy3 -f $OAR_NODEFILE -a myjessie-x64-base.env
! Once you have tuned, configured and customized your environment you may want to add it to the
kadeploy database. This will allow you to deploy it directly with the kadeploy3 command. The
environment can be added using the command

frontend : kaenv3 -a myjessie-x64-base.env
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G RID ’5000 TEST- BED : G ETTING STARTED TUTORIAL
Jan Gmys, Matthieu Marquillie and Nouredine Melab
(Université Lille 1)

1

Instructions for MS Windows users
! MS Windows does not natively support the Secure Shell (SSH) protocol needed for working with grid5000
(g5k). Therefore Windows users need to install specific software before starting to work with g5k : this
document explains how to use the open-source software PuTTY in combination with WinSCP to start
using g5k in a MS Windows environment. In the following we suppose that these programs have been
installed.
Z One of PuTTY’s components is PuTTYgen. First, open the PuTTYgen key generator.
Z Generate a public/private key pair by creating some randomness (Fig. 1a). Then, save your
private_key (.ppk file) in a directory of your choice.
Z On the g5k website, go to Users Portal > Manage Account and choose the option Edit Profile
(Fig. 1b).
Z Now, copy-and-paste the public_key to the SSH public key field (Fig. 1c). Note that it is possible to
enter several keys, for different workstations, one after the other.

(a) Generate public/private key.

(b) Users Portal > Manage Account.

(c) Paste the whole ssh public key here.

F IGURE 1 – Enabling your authentication in grid5000
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! Now, let’s configure PuTTY. To do this, start PuTTY and fill in the necessary information.
Z
Z
Z
Z

Hostname : access.grid5000.fr / Port : 22 / Connection Type : SSH (Fig 2a)
Go to Connection > Data and fill in your username (Fig 2b).
In Connection > SSH > X11 select "Enable X11 forwarding"
Go to Connection > SSH > Auth and specify the location of private_key (the .ppk file created with
PuTTYgen)

.
Z Finally, save the configuration (Fig 2a) and try to connect to g5k (hit the “Open” button)

(a) Hostname, etc.

(b) Username

F IGURE 2 – Configuration of PuTTY
! As a last step, we need to configure WinSCP, which is used for secure file transfers.
Z Start WinSCP.
Z Go to Tools > Import and import the PuTTY configuration just created.
Z Connect - you should now be able to access your home directories on g5k through the WinSCP GUI.
! Now you can follow the rest of this tutorial (almost) as if you were a Linux user.
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